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Announcement
THREE-TIMES-A-WF.EK
The Paramount Restaurant and Luncheon­
ette, Inc., wishes to announce to their 
many patrons the enlarging of their seat­
ing capacity which was very much needed 
in the past. We can assure our patrons 
more prompt and satisfactory service in 
the future.
We hope that our endeavors to please and 
serve you will win your constant friend­
ship and patronage.
Subscriptions 13.00 per year payable In 
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula­
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY 
The Rockland Gazette was established 
In 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab­
lished and consolidated with the Oazette 
In 1882. The Free Press was established , 
In 1855 and In 1891 changed its name to 
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.
••• ••• 
••• Hope ever urges on, and tells «• 
us tomorrow will be better.— » 
Tibullus. •»••• •••
Paramount Restaurant 
& Luncheonette, Inc.
Next to Woolworth’s
COM. DONALD B. MACMILLAN
LECTURER EXTRAORDINARY
Will Give An
ILLUSTRATED LECTURE
“My Life Among the People of the Polar 
North”
At The
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
THURSDAY, APRIL 28
8.00 P. M.
ADMISSION 50 CENTS
DELEGATES CHOSEN
A. H. Guptill and William 
Bunker To Accept Cement 
Company Trophy
The safety trophies which are' 
awarded by the Portland Cement 
Association, are the largest in the 
world, weighing approximately 6,000 
pounds, and requiring a whole flat 
car for shipment of one from Chi­
cago to Thomaston.
To officially accept this trophy, two 
delegates are to be sent from the 
Thomaston plant to the Association 
meeting which will be held in New 
York, May 31, June 1 and 2. Albert 
H. Guptill, chief of safety police dur­
ing the year of 1931, will be one of 
the delegates. For the purpose of 
making a fair selection of the other 
delegate, it was decided that the 
matter go to a vote of the entire 
plant. A nominating committee of 
five workmen met for this purpose. 
The necessary qualifications of the 
other man to officially accept this 
trophy for the company was brought 
to their attention, and three names 
of workmen were presented as nomi­
nees.
A campaign mass meeting was 
held, at which these three nominees 
told their fellow workmen why they 
felt they should be elected for this 
mission. Votes were cast by the 
Australian ballot, the entire person­
nel being privileged to vote. William 
Bunker of the electrical department 
won the election. He has worked for 
this company nearly two years and 
during this time has been a con­
scientious safety worker. The dele­
gates will be expected to bring back 
to their fellows a comprehensive and 
full report of the proceedings at New 
York.
F uller-Cobb-Davis Observes
President’s Anniversary—
Green Stamps Adopted
An epoch marking event was Satur­
day's celebration of President Peter­
son’s anniversary at the Fuller-Cobb- 
Davis store. In recognition of this 
first milestone of the new order, a 
store-wide sales event of unprecedent­
ed scope has been in preparation for 
several weeks. The announcement of 
so drastic a downward revision of 
prices in this great store was made 
as an almost complete surprise in the 
Thursday issue of The Cotirier-Ga- 
zette, President Peterson utilizing 
several pages for the purpose.
Saturday dawned fair and clear for 
the event and all day and evening 
the augmented sales force was work­
ing at top speed to serve the eager 
throng. When accounts were tallied 
it was found to have been the second 
largest day in the long history of the 
institution. President Peterson is 
thoroughly appreciative of the re­
sponse of the public and their faith 
in Fuller-Cobb-Davis. The anniver­
sary sale will continue all this week.
A radical new departure for this 
fine old store is the adoption of the 
trading stamp principle. When in­
terviewed about this discount sys­
tem President Peterson made the fol­
lowing statement:
“It has always been our policy to 
give highest values at most reason­
able prices, and when considering the 
present state of national depression 
we have decided as a substantial 
recognition of patronage to give our 
customers a little more in the form 
of value-plus, and to this end we 
have entered into a long term con­
tract with the Sperry & Hutchinson 
Company to issue their 38 year old 
S. & H. Green Discount stamp.
“We feel safe in saying that the 
combination of our original low pric° 
and the added generous discount 
guaranteed by S & H. green stamps 
will make it possible for the shop­
pers of Rockland and vicinity to ef­
fect large savings on everything they 
buy at our store.
“For the convenience of our patrons 
we have by special arrangement with 
the Sperry & Hutchinson Company 
installed on the main floor of our 
store a premium station where their 
filled stamp books may be redeemed 
in a selection from a wide range of 
desirable merchandise of household 
necessity and luxury, all of which are 
products of manufacturers of national 
repute.”
A NOVEL RUBINSTEIN PROGRAM
Setting Forth Achievements of Former Rockland Musicians 
—Some Heard “By Letter” ,
One of the most novel programs 
ever undertaken by the Rubinstein 
Club was presented Friday evening 
under the direction of Mrs. Gladys 
St C. Morgan, who had as her sub­
ject, “Favorites of Our Own Mu­
sicians.” It served not only to set 
forth the achievements of home mu­
sicians no longer located in Rock­
land, but to display a wealth of tal­
ent from the club in illustration. 
Mrs Morgan had obtained letters 
and personal messages from these 
“boys and girls” who had gone out 
into the field of music, which, with 
a resume of their musical studies 
and activities, prefaced the selec­
tions chosen by them as “favorites” 
and used as the program proper.
In the introduction Mrs. Morgan 
paid tribute to the many notable mu­
sicians Rockland and the neighbor­
ing towns had produced, explaining 
that she was adhering to Rockland, 
with one exception, as to cover the 
complete list would create material 
too bulky for one program. Tlie ex­
ception was Harris Stackpole Shaw 
of Thomaston who in the past has 
been so closely associated with Rock­
land that he seems a part. These 
musicians were represented: Carrie 
Burpee Shaw, pianist, teacher and 
composer: Emma Burpee .Wight, 
pianist, organist and teacher: Alice 
Shaw Farber, pianist, composer, ac­
companist; (all of East Orange, 
N. J.); Dorothy Bird Snow, contralto, 
Miami. Fla.; Nettie Green Kittredge, 
soprano, Freeport, Long Island, 
N. Y.; Manuel Bernard, concert 
pianist. New York city; Helen 
Cooper Lord, pianist, composer and 
teacher. Washington, D. C.; Alice 
Fisk Sturgis, pianist and organist, 
Howard, R. I.; Ogarita Rose Rugg, 
soprano, Jackson Heights, Long 
Island, N. Y.; Eleanor Cote Howard, 
soprano, New York; Mildred (Clark) 
Emerson, soprano and teacher, New 
York; Evelyn Jeane Vogel, dramatic 
soprano, New York; Kitty McLaugh-
Also An Illustrated Lecture For School Children
At the Same Place, Thursday, 4 P. M.
ADMISSION 25 CENTS
 50-lt
WE WANTERKN0W!
Arsenic For White Grubs 
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
A few weeks ago I read in your 
paper how Dr. Pierson of the Col­
lege of Agriculture, Orono, has 
found a way of combatting white 
grubs in the ground, with arsenic. 
Can anyone tell me which kind of 
arsenic to get, and where I can buy 
it, and how it should be used?
A. G. Anderson.
Box 87, R. F. D., Thomaston.
BACK FROM WASHINGTON
Rockland Students Climbed Everything Climbable and 
Saw Everything Seeahle
COMMUNITY SWEET SHOP
SOUTH HOPE, MAINE
OPENS SUNDAY, MAY 1
CHICKEN AND STEAK DINNERS, $1.00
Salads, Sandwiches, Chicken Barbecues
HAVE YOUR MAY PARTIES AT THE "SWEET SHOP”
 50-52
Now is the time to have rugs and 
carpets shampooed. People's Laun­
dry. Phone 170. 49-51
MOTHER
/ifr/jes if oil wont, 
to- - - -\orijfl
DANCE
BCM CIGARS
South Thomaston 
Grange Hall
THURSDAY, APRIL 28
Music by the
NIGHT HAWKS
Dancing from 9 to 12, Daylight 
Benefit South Thomaston A. A.
50-51
JAY IT WITH 
FLOWEM 
MOTHER.^ DAY 
MAY 
“SILSBTS”
FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
50-55
34tf
MINSTREL SHOW
FRIDAY, APRIL 29 
High School Auditorium 
Dancing Until 12 o’clock 
Admission 50c; Students 35c
Have you balanced 
your budget?
In these days of lowered incomes it is 
more than ever necessary to make ex­
penses fit incomes. Business firms, mu­
nicipalities, states, and even the govern­
ment of the country are trimming expenses 
to fit their incomes . . . Balancing their 
budgets.
What about your own case? Does your 
income balance your outgo? It should, 
with a little income left over to’put into a 
reserve fund each week or month.
As a means of accumulating and safely 
keeping a reserve fund we recommend a 
savings account at this bank.
% I
You may start with $ 1.00 and make de­
posits on any schedule that suits your con­
venience.
SECURITY TRUST
Company
ROCKLAND
Camden, Union, Warren, Vinalhaven
Opening Dance
At Pete Edwards’ New Bam, Upper Limerock St. 
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
8.30 O’CLOCK—DAYLIGHT TIME
Music by Clark Island Orchestra
49-50
Three Sailings Weekly
from ROCKLAND
to BOSTON
Tues., Thurs., Sat., 8:30 p.m.
to BANGOR
CAMDEN. BELFAST. BUCKSPORT 
Toes., Thurs., Sat., 5:30 s.m.
to Brooklin
and way landings 
Men., Wed., Fri., 7:30 a.m.
to Bar Harbor
and way landings 
Tues., Thurs., Sat., 5:30 p.m. 
on arrival of steamer from 
Boston.
All hours Daylight Saving Time
S.S. "BELFAST” on Boston-Bangor 
Line. Warm, airy staterooms, $1.50 up. 
Excellent meals, reason­
able price*. S.S. "WEST- 
PORT” on Brooklin and 
Bar Harbor Lines.
EASTERN
STEAMSHIP LINES
tor ttservatttms apply 
ROCKLAND WHARF
SKIFFS, DINGHIES
All kinds of Small Boats. If we 
haven’t what you want in stock we’ll 
build it.
ARTHUR B. PACKARD 
Phone 616-J Glenrove, Me.
48-50
DENTAL NOTICE
During this month I will extract 
teeth by my painless process for 
One-half Price. Other work at a 
Discount. My main reason for 
this is, I find many who are not 
earning much this spring and 
cannot afford to pay from S2 to S5 
for having a tooth removed.
Work done by appointment only.
DR. J. II. DAMON, Dentist 
TcL 1203-W Rockland
44Ttf
An Appeal for Help!
The Unemployment Committee Has Used Its Funds But Unem­
ployment Still Exists and Many Rockland Citizens 
Are In Grave Need!
HERE IS AN APPEAL TO YOU:
Any small or large job around the house that can be done now will help relieve 
local unemployment. Phone The Cham her of Commerce and a man or woman 
as requested will be sent promptly to your home, whether the job is one hour or 
ten hours.
Raking Leaves Washing Windows • Painting Screens
Taking Off Storm Windows Beating Rugs and Carpets
Cleaning Cellars Removing Rubbish Rolling Lawns
Help In Housecleaning
These jobs or any others can be done by the local unemployed. Just call
lin, dramatic soprano, New York, 
Harris Stackpole Shaw, pianist, or­
ganist and teacher, Boston; Cecil 
Copping, instrumentalist and com­
poser, West Los Angeles, Calif.; and 
Louise Bickford (Luisa Franceschi) 
Milano, Italy. The program, com­
prising "favorite” selections of these, 
was:
Plano -Prelude tn C-aharp minor ..........
.......................................... Rachmaninoff
Nettle B Averill
(for Emma Burpee Wight)
Plano—Scotch Poem ............. MacDowell
(for Carrie Burpee Shaw)
Cradle Song ........................... Grieg
(for Mrs. Wight)
Faith G. Berry
SongsStar of Bethlehem ........................
......................................... Stephen Adams
(for Mrs. Wight)
Sapphic Ode ........................ Brahms
(for Alice Shaw Farber)
Lullaby ........ Carrie Burpee Shaw
Lydia Storer, contralto
Chorus—The Field Sparrow ......................
................................. Carrie Burpee Shaw
Rubinstein Club Chorus 
Songs—My Task ................ E. L. Ashford
The Little Hills Are Calling .................
.......................................... Edward Morris
(for Dorothy Bird Snow)
Nettle Bird Frost, contralto 
Songs—Hymn to the Sun ..........................
.................................... Rimsky-Korsakov
Songs My Mother Taught Me, Dvorak
(for Nettle Green Kittredge) 
Adelaide E. Cross, soprano 
Piano Etude E major ................ Chopin
Concert Etude In D-flat ........ Liszt
(for Manuel Bernard)
Maybelle Pratt 8trong
Song—Remembrance. Helen Cooper Lord 
Mary Bird, contralto
Plano—Grlllen (Whims) ...... Schumann
Alcada Hall
Songs—I Know A Hill .... Ben). Whelpley
Boat Song ................. Harriet Ware
Agnes Wltham. contralto
Plano—Hark. Hark, the Lark ...................
......................................... Schubert-Liszt
(for Alice Flske Sturgis)
Ruth E. Sanborn
Songs—Was I Not A Blade of Grass .......
............................................ Tschalkowsky
Water Boy .... arr. Avery Robinson 
Hills of Home ................. Oscar Fox
(for Ogarita Rose Rugg)
Damle Rose Gardner 
Songs—Pale Hands (Kashmiri Song) ....
....... ............. Amy Woodford-Flnden
The Swallows ...................... Cowen
(for Eleanor Cote Howard)
Luda Mitchell, soprano 
Account of Harris Stackpole Shaw—no 
selection
Song—My Irish Love ...................................
Words and music by Mildred Emerson
Mildred Havener, soprano
Songs—King of Thule and Jewel Song
from "Faust” ............................ Gounod
Believe Me If AU Those Endearing 
Young Charms
(for Evelyn Jeane Vogel)
Helen Wentworth, soprano 
Songs—Ave Marla ...................... Schubert
Good-Bye. Summer ............. Tostl
(for Kitty McLaughlin)
Esther Perry Howard, soprano
Plano -Largo from “New World Sym­
phony" .......................................... Dvorak
Ethel Lee Hayden
Plano—Ltebestraum ...................... Liszt
(for Cecil Copping)
Edna Gregory
Orchestra—Heave Ho!
Day Dreams
Old Man Grouch (Comedy Dialogue) 
original compositions of Mr. Copping
Thomaston Symphony Orchestra 
Luther A Clark, director
Accompaniments were played by
Mrs. Averill, Marshall Bradford, Mrs. 
Hayden, Mrs. Sanborn, Mrs. Bowdoin 
Pendleton, Miss Gregory and Mrs. 
Berry.
An expression of appreciation is 
made to Mrs. Strong who is not a 
member of the club and whose play­
ing was one of the “high lights” of 
the exceptionally fine program. Also 
to the Thomaston Symphony Or­
chestra. which assembled its forces 
to present the delightful composi­
tions by Mr. Copping which were en­
thusiastically received. The mem­
bers of this orchestra, of which any 
town may well be proud, are: First 
violins, A. R. Marsh, Gabriel Win- 
chenbaugh; second violins, Phyllis 
Belasco, Virginia Walker and Marga­
ret McMillan; 'cello, Ralph Davis; 
bass, Herbert Everett; flute, Ray 
Newton; clarinet, Joseph Paquin; 
saxophones, Aaron A. Clark and 
Edgar Ames; cornets, Charles S. 
Montgomery and Frank Young; 
horns. Edward Hayes, Ansel Wooster, 
trombone, Emma Harvie; baritone, 
Charies Robinson; drums, Levi Flint; 
piano, Vera Robinson; director, 
Luther A. Clark.
The program was of particular In­
terest to those who have been asso­
ciated in music with these former 
Rockland “boys and girls” in the 
past, and to the relatives or "home- 
folks"- who were present as honor 
guests, including Mrs. Leola Rose, 
Mrs. Damie Landers, Mrs. Annie 
Simmons. Mrs. Harry Cohen, Miss 
Sylvia Cohen, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. 
Cooper, Mr. and Mrs. George Mc­
Laughlin, Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Fales, 
Dr. and Mrs. R. W. Bickford, Mrs. 
Lilian S. Copping, Mrs. Etta Covel, 
Mrs. Carrie Clark, Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles A. Emery, Mrs. D. B. Phelan, 
Mrs. Helen Dalzell Perry. There 
! were many other guests, as the meet­
ing was in the form of a “guest day.”
The attractive vestry was further 
: enhanced by potted plants, roses and 
[ snapdragons, in spring colors, witii 
a colorful Spanish shawl draped over 
the piano. Mrs. Wentworth had 
charge of decorations. Several pic- 
I tures of the musicians represented 
j were displayed. Mrs. Lydia Storer, 
vice president, presided in the ab­
sence of Mrs. Hazel Atwood, presi- 
I dent. This was the final meeting of
the season.
Tired, happy and more or less sun­
burned, the Washington trippers 
made the home port at 7.30 Satur­
day evening, hardly able to believe 
that less than eight days had elapsed 
since they set out on their travels.
This year, for the first time, illness 
marred somewhat the pleasure of the 
trip. Fred Harden’s attack of Indi­
gestion, though rather serious at the 
time, was soon over and he missed 
only the bus ride in Philadelphia 
and the visit to the Congressional 
Library. Byron Joy, however is still 
at the Walnut Hill hospital in Arling­
ton, ill with pneumonia. His mother 
arrived there Saturday to be with 
him and Richard Knowlton remained 
in Arlington to assist her.
Perfect weather marked the entire 
occasion. Special observance of the 
Washington bi-centennial was in evi­
dence on the visit to Mount Vernon 
and Alexandria. Francis Fisher was 
convinced that the canopy over the 
famous Washington bed was intend­
ed as a safeguard from leaks in the 
roof. Everyone was thrilled by the 
midshipmen drilling at Annapolis. 
As usual the party climbed the Wash­
ington monument, some even being 
energetic enough to walk both up 
and down. In addition the party 
this year climbed the dome of the 
capitol.
Other structures which were voted 
of special interest were the Pan- 
American building, the Congressional 
Library and the Empire State build­
ing in New York. The lights of 
Broadway fascinated the party, espe­
cially the huge electric advertising 
signs which turned night into day. A 
trip to Chinatown and a performance 
of “Face the Music" marked the visit 
to the metropolis. Saxon Lurvey was 
seriously concerned at the sight of 
the new “engine-less" automobiles 
and Merton Haskell could scarcely be 
restrained from an investigation of 
every new gadget and contraption 
which came to his attention.
Owing to a very natural misunder­
standing as to which side of the river 
they were to depart from, three of 
the girls who were calling on rela­
tives made the train by the last pos­
sible ferry with a little less than a 
minute to spare, which added one 
more thrill to the excitement of New 
York. Otherwise everything con­
nected with the routing of the party 
went as smooth as clock work.
The pupils showed the same splen­
did spirit that characterized the 
group that made the trip last year 
winning compliments from head 
waiters, bus drivers and hotel pro­
prietors alike for their orderly 
and courteous behavior.
AFTER METER CHEATERS
Stealing electrical energy, by 
cheating the meters, Is a serious 
offense, and the Central Maine Power 
Company is going to see that the law 
Is strictly enforced whenever anybody 
is apprehended.
Last week Alvin Dicker of Lincoln­
ville Centre, Chester Pooley of Cam­
den and Leslie Barton of Rockland 
were before Judge Butler, charged 
with this offense. Each was sen­
tenced to 30 days, sentence being 
suspended. Dicker and Pooley have 
made restitution.
It will not go easy with future 
offenders, the company promises.
ONE YEAR OLD NOW ; LEAVING ROCKLAND
THE BETTING ODDS
860—ROCKLAND
49-51
Now Express Confidence That Roose­
velt Will Get the Democratic 
Nomination
Odds of eight to five that Governor
. Franklin D. Roosevelt will be the
Democratic Presidential nominee 
were quoted Saturday by J. S. Fried 
i ft Co., betting commissioners in New 
York. A week ago the same house 
quoted odds of six to five that Roose­
velt would not be nominated. A com­
mission of $10,000 to bet at odds of five 
to eight that President Hoover would 
not be re-elected a'so was announced.
Odds against the nomination of
Democratic aspirants to the Presi­
dential nomination were quoted as 
follows: 3t4 to 1 against Speaker 
: John N. Garner; 7 to 1 against Gov 
! Albert C. Ritchie; 7 to 1 against 
| Newton D. Baker; 10 to 1 against Al- 
! fred E. Smith; 20 to 1 against Owen 
D. Young; 30 to 1 against James A. 
Reed.
And Scribblers’ Club Takes 
Its Place Among Noted 
Local Organizations
Mrs. Mildred Perry Putnam’s beau­
tiful Colonial home in Camden was 
the scene of a very happy meeting of 
the Scribbler's Club Monday evening 
when the organization celebrated its 
first birthday. The dinner table was 
festive with its gleaming silver, 
snowy linen and spring • flowers, 
candle light adding to the beauty of 
the service. Covers were laid for 17. 
A birthday cake, iced, and decorated 
with one candle, was an added at­
traction. After dinner the members 
adjourned to the spacious living 
room, with its soft lights and fire­
light, where the formal program of 
the evening opened. Mrs. Blanche 
Ellsworth's song “When Summer 
Comes to Maine Again,” which has 
attracted favoratole attention from 
the radio audience, was sung by Mrs. 
Vivian Hewett with Mrs. Jessie Cars­
well at the piano.
The Scribblers Club was organized 
April 30, 1931, at the home of Mrs. 
Irene Moran in Rockland. The six 
charter members present were: Mrs. 
Harriett Dwlnal and Mrs. Mildred P. 
Putnam of Camden. Mrs. Blanche H. 
Ellsworth and Mrs. Edna Robbins of 
Rockport. Mrs. Moran and Mrs. 
Orissa Merritt, of Rockland. The 
club was organized to embrace mem­
bership from Knox County for the 
purpose of the study of poetry and 
creative writing. The officers elected 
were: President, Mrs. Moran; vice 
president, Mrs. Ellsworth; secretary, 
Mrs. Robbins; executive committee, 
Mis. Putnam, Mrs. Dwinal and Mrs 
Merritt.
In a short time the club had 
doubled its membership, and at a late 
summer meeting it was voted to limit 
the membership to a score. During 
the summer of 1931 the club was 
privileged to enjoy the followshlp of 
Florence Liley Young of Jamaica 
Plain, Mass., illustrator of children's 
stories; but before the year drew to 
a close Mrs. Young’s sudden death 
brought sorrow to all the members.
No one who had not previously 
published was eligible to the club, and 
from time to time throughout the 
year members’ names have appeared 
in periodicals, poetry journals and 
the press. Since February a monthly 
series of contests has been in opera­
tion with awards given by Charles 
Parker of Medford, Mass., honorary 
member of the Club who was present 
for this birthday meeting and spoke 
at some length from the viewpoint 
of an editor, and offered criticism and 
concrete suggestions for improve­
ments at the writers’ round table fol­
lowing his talk.
The next meeting will be with Mrs. 
Orissa Merritt, 104 Pleasant street, 
Monday, May 23, at 2 o’clock.
Charles G. Hewett of this city has 
been appointed superintendent of 
Opportunity Farm, New Gloucester, 
and will enter upon his new duties 
in about 10 days. The farm contains 
about 200 acres and 35 boys are oc­
cupying it at the present time. The 
position promises to be especially 
congenial for Mr. Hewett, who has 
devoted the greater part of his active 
years to boys’ work, and has been 
very successful at it.
Mr. Hewett is former secretary of 
the Rockland Chamber of Commerce 
and has been very active in National 
Guard affairs as an officer of Battery 
E, 240th Regiment of Coast Artillery. 
Friends are pleased at his good luck, 
but regret that it means the removal 
of the family from Rockland.
ing any money. As 25.000 World War 
veterans died during the past year— 
as they are breaking down nervously 
and mentally, throughout the United 
States faster than hospitals can be 
built for them, and as there is much 
unemployment, the need of money 
from sales of poppies for welfare 
work is greater than ever.
POPPY DAY DESIGNATED
Legion Auxiliary Units Will Sell Red 
Paper Emblem Saturday, May 23
Saturday, May 23, will be observed 
as Poppy Day by most of the 94 units 
of the Legion Auxiliary in Maine, and 
many will also sell the red paper Le­
gion emblem on Memorial Day. 
These poppies were manufactured by 
disabled World War Veterans at 
Togus at the Auxiliary poppy shop 
who received $2000 for making about 
200.000 poppies. Many of these men 
are without compensation and this 
is the only means they "have of mak-
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would 
have made a rule to read some poetry 
and listen to some music at least once 
a week. The loss of these tastes Is a loti 
of happiness.--Charles Darwin.
THE MILLER OF THE DEE
There dwelt a miller, hale and bold.
Beside the river Dee,
He wrought and sang from morn till
night.
No lark more blithe than he;
And this the burden of his song
Fort ver used to be.
"I envy no man. no. not I.
And no one envies me!”
“Thou’rt wrong, my friend!’’ said old 
King Hal.
‘‘As wrong as wrong can be:
For could my heart be light as thine.
I’d gladly change with thee.
And tell me now what makes thee sing
With voice so loud and free.
While I am sad. though I’m the King,
Beside the River Dee?’’
The miller smiled and doffed his cap:
"I earn my bread." quoth he:
"I love my wife. I love my friend.
I love my children three.
I owe no one I cannot pay.
I thank the River Dee.
That turns the mill that grinds the corn
To feed my babes and me!”
"Good friend." said Hal. and sighed the 
while,
"Farewell! and happy be:
But say no more if thou’dst be true.
That no one envies thee.
Thy mealy cap is worth my crown.
Thy mill my kingdom's fee 
Such men as thou are England’s boast.
Oh. miller of the Dee!”
—Charles Mackay.
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The Welcome Sounds of The Hammer and The Saw
Usher In Our REMODELING SALE
Furniture at New 
Low Prices!
We Cannot Keep All of Our 
Huge Stock During 
Alterations
We Prefer to Sell at 
This New Low Price
We Are Adding a New Floor to Gain Badly Needed Space— 
Already Carpenters and Brick Masons Are at Work- 
Soon Inside Remodelling Will Begin
BEFORE THAT TIME OUR
STOCK MUST BE REDUCED
We Are Pricing Hundreds of Pieces of Fine 
Furniture at Compelling New Low Prices
Furniture at New 
Low Prices!
In Order to Save Handling of 
Our Huge Stock We Are 
Giving It
New Low Prices 
Assuring Sale
DROP INTO OUR STORE AND SEE THE SPLENDID VALUES CASH OR EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY 313 3ROCKLANDREET
>1
The Courier-Gazette
_______THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK________
Rockland. Me., April 26. 1932.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.' 
who on oath declares that he ls Press­
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette.; 
and that of the Issue of thts paper of 
April 23, 1932. there was printed a total 
of 6120 copies. W. H BUTLER.
ON PREPAREDNESS
Matinicus Man Thinks Stupid 
Should Suffer, But Not At 
Innocents’ Expense
“CHIEF” WYNN MAKES HIS BOW
Texaco’s Famous New Gasoline With Sensational Radio 
Cast Goes On Air Tonight Over Nation-wide Hookup
DISTRICT MEETING
Legionnaires From Three 
Counties Attend Live Ses­
sion In Thomaston
Armistice. Tlie American tax payer 
can't afford to pay this, and there is 
no reason why he should. My position 
is that, especially since these same 
foreign nations continue piling up 
large armaments and great standing 
armies, I want them to pay back every 
single dollar that rightfully belongs to
The district meeting of American the American people. In conclusion, 
Legion Posts from Knox, Lincoln and let me express my confidence that the
Matinicus. April 19.
It seems to me that the question of I Texaco will come roaring into its j This announcement calls to mind 
and" He" shall direct thy paths.-Prov/ preparedness is of far more serious owu tonight when its great new Fire the local Texaco Fire Chief bow as
import than many are aware of. and staged by John H. MeLoon. This
- that thinking people should embrace 88 ° , young man makes no pretence of be-
every opportunity to agitate the mat- : radio stations in a national hookup ing tde wori(j-s premier showman i the excellent supper, provided by the
ter. and to strive to make clear and ! with sirens screaming, mighty motors but he certainly did make everybody i Thomaston Auxiliary they listened
thundering and one of the greatest ; Fire Chief minded that particular i with much interest while Stanley C. 
arrays of radio celebrities ever gath- j day. With cleverly arranged ads he | Boynton gave some incidents of his 
epoch making flight across the con­
tinent, and E. C. Moran Jr. discussed
In all thy ways acknowledge Him j
aroused interest, however, gets a jolt i 
when a cablegram informs him his 
play has “flopped” and he is broke. 
The climax is reached when Rogers is 
captured by Arabs who are about to 
engage in a tribal war. How he averts 
•personal catastrophe, averts the war. 
and reunites his family is one of the 
most amusing situations yet seen in 
a Rogers picture.—adv.
Walter W. Morse, the well known^ 
Portland insurance magnate, was in 
the city last week and to brother 
Lions, at least, cared to discuss little 
else than the annual convention of 
the 4lst district, which is to be held 
in Portland June 2 and 3. The fact 
that Mr. Morse is general chairman 
gees to show that the affair is going 
to be on a big scale.
Sagadahoc Counties attracted 175 of 
the ex-service boys to Thomaston 
Thursday night. After “stowing" away
When the clocks were turned 
ahead one hour Sunday morning 
35,000.000 Americans, located in 15 
States, became subjects to the sys­
tem of summer time, known as day-
American Legion is worthy of the 
implicit faith and trust of the Ameri­
can people. America need have no 
fear of the American Legion.”
PARK THEATREdrive home the urgent need of an 
adequate Navy and Army. It is my 
belief that a great deal of this dis­
armament stuff is insidious propa­
ganda instigated by certain foreign
light saving, and almost unanimously nations which would like to keep this 
in effect in New York and its en- j country in a state of unpreparedness 
vlrons and a good section of New just in case—and there is no ques- 
England. That “fast Ume” is not in­
digenous to Eastern United States 
may be judged from the fact that it 
was already in vogue early this 
month in six European countries 
which have an aggregate population
of 187,000.000 people, while 53 Can- ; These are of several classes. There 1 
adian communities embracing 3,000 - i are the falsely economical ones, who 
000 inhabitants, will come under the I fail to realize that real economy 
, _ , _ „ lies in keeping ready and fit. Theresystem next Sunday. The workings are those who\hink that no other na. 
of the plan have done much to dissi- would care to trouble us, and 
pate the prejudice against it, al- others who claim that no other na- 
though the system is quite naturally t*°n would dare to trouble us.
still in disfavor among those who are ,c°ur*’W_ : coincide with the opinions of theseinconvenienced thereby. On the eve we are stjn able t0 under.
of the change this season the Bos- stand their point of view. However, 
ton Transcript editorially said: | there is still another class, far more
Daylight-saving time with its de- 1 dan8erous/ and not easy to compre-
. - - _ - hand Thnvr n ri i nrvncnrl 1,T intolli _
tion but that the seed has fallen on 
fertile soil—the American people are 
I such gullible fools.
Passing over those indifferent ones 
who are neither for or against—give 
' the matter no thought—there are the 
actual, active opponents of prepared­
ness. with whom we have to contend.
posits in the bank of health and hap 
piness begins at 2 a. m., Sunday, 
April 24. As conditions are revealed 
in a survey made by the Merchants 
Association of New York city, the 
new time will be in effect in towns 
and cities of fifteen States, including 
Massachusetts, Rhode Island and 
New Jersey in which the system is
hend. They are supposedly intelli­
gent. Presumably they are able to 
read—enjoy the normal use of their 
ordinary faculties, and ought to have 
some faint inkling of what has hap­
pened in the world during past ages, 
and especially during recent years, 
and yet these people ardently advo­
cate "disarming" because war is
State-wide. Foreign countries in the "cruel” and "wicked" and "because 
lists of the daylight savers are France, ; we ought to set a good example to the 
Portugal. Belgium . Great Britain, other nations." Ye gods! It does not 
Holland and Canada. j seem possible, but they are serious
Little is heard now about efforts to and are a real menace to the country. , 
prevent the adoption of daylight- It is a difficult undertaking to reason 
saving time. Public sentiment in with such persons. There must be 
support of the changing of the clock something fundamentally wrong with 
was too strong. It could not be over- • them.
come by the process of putting teeth If, when the time shall come, thece 
in anti-daylight-saving laws. “pacifists” could be made to suffer
Maine towns and cities now choose exclusively, the consequences, of their 
for themselves whether they will folly, the question of preparedness? • 
have standard or daylight time. This or unpreparedness? would leave me 
year, the City Councils of Portland cold. Unfortunately, matters cannot 
and Bangor have proclaimed the lat- be so regulated. The foresignted and 
ter. Other towns and cities will do ' thinking ones, as well as the inno- j 
likewise. They are no longer both- cents, will be made to suffer with 
ered by legal restrictions. A year ago
it was necessary to resort to the ac
customed methods of getting around 
the law at the beginning of the sea­
son because the new enactment did
for and bv the stupid ones. And there 
y’are. Well, here’s hoping.
C. A. E. Long.
IThe above letter was written to a
national political issues.
Reports were received from each
Post in the district, and these showed 
i a gratifying membership and numer- 
j ous Legion activities.
• * * •
Will Rogers makes his initial bow 
on the Park Theatre screen Wednes­
day and Thursday in defense of the 
American "Babbitt.” His newest star­
ring vehicle is "Business and Pleas- , 
ure," adapted from the best selling 
novel, "The Plutocrat,” by Booth 
Tarklngton.
Rogers, in the role of Earl Tinker, | 
Middle West razor blade manufactur­
er, goes on a Mediterranean cruise I 
with his wife and daughter. Inci- ; 
dentally, he has a business scheme in/j 
mind, and also is anxious to get his | 
daughter away from an unhappy love , 
affair at home. Aboard the cruise J 
steamer is a sophisticated Broadway t
not take effect until July. Maine's j prominent official of the Woman's
experience may be taken as indicative Educational Club who turned it over program featUre sowed the seeds in the columns of
of the trend of opinion111 i to this newspaper as wel. worthy ol broadcast every Tuesday night The Courier-Gazette. The result was
States. Some of them would do well ( publication—Ed.I.
to follow the example of Maine, and ..........s ■"■■■■=
abandon attempts to outlaw■that Qn anoth€r 
which the people are determined to
enjoy. 'about Prohlbltl0n ------ —--------- ,
____________ __ at 9.30 to 10 o'clock, daylight time, a great throng of eager youngsters
! with WEEI, WCSH. WEAF and WGY awaiting the arrival of the fire chief
That applesauce ' as SOme of the local favorites in the hats. Chief Pettee was on hand with 
about prohibition being responsible hookup. . his red car and Engine 1 came
for the kidnaDine of the Lindbergh ! Ed Wynn as the “chief" wU1 lead thundering down to the MeLoon P 8 . . . I this greatest show on the air. He is headquarters to add realism. When
admittedly the greatest showman of several hundred of the hats had been 
his time and this will constitute his distributed and congestion so dense 
radio debut. Associated with the 1 that Main street traffic was prac- 
great comedian is Don Vorhees with a tically suspended a parade was start- 
35 piece Texaco Fire Chief band with ’ ed including the apparatus, several 
the added feature of eight perfectly of the MeLoon trucks and many pri- 
attuned male voices set for solos, vate cars. Meantime the excited 
duets, quartets and octets. Graham children having their first ride on the 
McNamee will handle the Fire Chief j “chemical" were vieing with the 
sales talk. sirens in lieu of a band.
In some parts of Maine where new baby is well answered. Was high 
road construction is to be indulged in I license responsible for the kidnaping 
this year the highway is to be (of Charlie Ross?
widened by making use of the space j -------------------
formerly occupied by street railway ] Residents of Richmond complained 
tracks, and this calls to mind what ' of the noise made by locomotive 
a splendid opportunity we have here whistles and the Public Utilities 
in Knox County, particularly between 1 Commission has ordered that the 
Rockland and Thomaston. But be- j whistling be discontinued at certain 
fore we engage in this luxury it will streets. At the present rate of evo- 
be the preference of most motorists lution it is barely possible that no- 
to have a decent road built between I body will be disturbed by locomotive 
Warren and Woolwich, lack of which I sounds a few years hence.
is just now a great handicap against j --------------------
getting tourists into this section of , It is fair to assume that some of 
the State. the dripping wetness of New Jersey chases thi
Mr. Moran said in part:
E. C. Moran Jr. spoke on "Our Pres- 
?nt. Economic Situation,” saying in 
part:
"In the field of, Federal finance we 
have been running wild. We now have 
over a million persons on the Federal 
payroll; one out of every one hun­
dred eighteen persons in this Country 
is on the Federal pay list. Our Federal j playwright and an equally snobbish 
salary expense alone totals $1,300,000- ( artist friend who sneer at the crudi- 
100 annually. As a result of this j tjes of tb(; tvpica.1 middle westerner, 
tremendously expensive Federal Gov- I blinding themselves to his many good 
ernment we find ourselves now in qualities.
great difficulty. During the last fiscal Algiers, the playwright and
vear our Federal Government spent Tinker's daughter discover they have 
303 million dollars more than it took very much in common. His suddenly 
in, and the deficit for the current ~
fiscal year has been officially estimated 1
to exceed two billions of dollars:
Every single day nowadays our Feder­
al Government is spending $7,800,000 
more than its income.
“This situation must be met; the 
budget must be balanced. The only 
methods are (1) increase revenue, 
which means more taxation: or (2) 
reduce expenditures, or a combination 
of both. The present Congress is about 
to pass a bill to levy upon the people 
an additional tax of over a billion 
dollars.
“This terrific burden- of taxation is 
one of the prime causes of our present 
economic condition. The American 
people cannot afford and do not de­
sire a four billion dollar Federal Gov­
ernment. The country must have con­
fidence that the credit and stability 
of the Federal Government will be 
maintained by drastic economy in ex­
penditure and by restriction of issue 
of Federal securities.
“To my mind the proper way to 
balance the bqdget is not principally 
by Increased taxation; it should be 
principally by reduced expenditure-3.
How can that be accomplished? First, 
we must get a new concept of our 
Federal Government. Let us get back > 
to the Constitution and to home rule.
No political appointee in Washington 
can govern us half as well as we can j 
govern ourselves locally. Let us take 
away from the Federal Government ! 
the hundreds of activities that never 
should have been placed there in the . 
first place, and restore these rights j 
to the States, thereby eliminating the ■ 
countless boards, bureaus and com- ' 
missions now performing these un­
necessary functions. This alone will , 
save many millions of dollars. Second. ' 
we citizens must stop signing every 
petition that comes along to urge the 
Federal Government to spend more 
money. Instead, let us write our 
Senators and Congressmen and tell 
them that we want expenses reduced.
We cannot continue our present 
Illogical attitude of demanding both 
Increased expenditures and reduced 
taxes.
Birthdays needn’t make 
you Old! says Irene Rich
“A screen star never worries about 
birthdays,” this lovely star says, “as 
long as she doesn’t look ohl. To hold 
her public she must keep the fresh 
loveliness of youth.
“That is why in Hollywood wegiiaril 
complexion beauty above all else.”
Of the 694 important Hollywood 
actresses actually 686 use Lux Toilet 
Soap! You, too, will find this white 
fragrant soap the jierfect complexion 
care! Buy several c-akes and begin to 
use it tudav. Only 10£ a cake!
u
STRAND THEATRE
“Girl Crazy," coming for Thursday 
■ and Friday, tells the story of a play­
boy, Eddie Quillan, who is sent to 
! supposed isolation on a ranch be­
cause he is girl crazy. However, he 
cows and bulls off the
WITH THE BOWLERS i ♦ « «
| overflowed into the neighbor State of place and substitutes a bevy of pretty 
Depressionists have been studying Delaware, yet the Republican con- girls^and mvites ^Wends^^^
the motor car statistics and find thatvention ln Delaware defeated a plat- q[ thJg rich fleldyfor comedy
there were 731,178 fewer motor .form providing for a referendum on and soon turn this dude ranch into
vehicles on the highways of the prohibitirfn. The vote was close, 
United States last year than there ‘ be sure, but the drys triumphed, 
were in the preceding year, and this
to the focal point for some of the fun 
• nlest comedy situations of their ca 
I reers.
The picture is especially fortunateis attributed to leaner pocketbooks. There are 17.628 pilots and
Eut the same statistics show- a regis- aircraft licensed in the United States, KUpportir.g cast. Dorothy Lee, ln- 
tration increase iu Maine, so, in- and the busy man travels in that separable with the starring combi- 
versely it must be that there were manner just as naturally as he used nation Ucast as a Western girl. Other 
fatter pocketbooks in Maine. to ride on an express train. But what I Monies are Mitzi Green, who pro-
__ __________ j strange reading this would
made 25 years ago.Anti-prohibitionists will not havi 
an easy time answering some of the
to ride on an express train. But what I ,, vides much of the fun by her lmper- 
have ^nations of famous screen lumina­
ries.—adv.
. cn,,* nf Laundering of curtains is no longer I Uo to date those diplomats do not
arguments set forth by Mr. Lime o, a ho|lle probiem Send them to Peo- seem to have been able to disarm even 
I St. Louis in his letter which appears pie's Laundry. Phone 170. 49-51 suspicion.—Boston Herald,
k
This Week’s Games
Tonight—Burpee vs. A. & P. and 
A. & P. vs. Boiler Makers.
Wednesday—Barbers vs. Centrals 
and Centrals vs. Perry’s Market.
Thursday — Bangor vs Rockland. 
Atwood. State champion. Scott, ex- 
otate champion, roll with Bangor.
Friday—Gulf vs. Centrals.
» » V -
Recent results at the Recreation 
alleys; Gulf Refining 1364., Barbers 
1360; Federals 1433, Texacos 1403 
(first game); Federals 1509, Texacos 
1509 (second game).
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
DENTIST
302 Main St. Tel. 915-31 Rockland 
139*60
“We can best contribute to the 
stability of the world as a whole by 
devoting ourselves to our own internal 
economy. The government cannot 
create wealth. It seldom can cure 
economic ills except in one way. It 
can cease placing unnecessary 
burdens on industry and the com­
munity, and it can cease drawing from 
tee veins of the people by incessant 
and unjust taxation.
"In the midst of our chaotic finan­
cial condition we hear voices raised 
clamoring that we should cancel the 
foreign debts due us. The misguided 
advocates of such a policy do not seem 
to realize that every dollar we take 
off these debts we place on the backs 
of the American taxpayer. Our Gov­
ernment owes this money to its own 
people, and is today paying huge sums 
of interest on the money it borrowed 
to loan to governments abroad. By a 
d?bt funding arrangement we have 
already cancelled about all the debts 
these foreign nations contracted dur­
ing the war; about all we ask them to 
pay is debts they contracted after the
Back in the kerosene lamp days 
winter meant long months of 
back-breaking furnace tending. From 
the moment the old-fashioned fuel 
clattered noisily down the chute amid 
a cloud of dust, until late spring you 
were a slave to the manually oper­
ated heating plant.
Now, thanks to modern fuel and en­
gineering skill, your home may be 
efficiently and economically heated 
without soot or smoke—free from dirt 
and ashes—at a uniform healthful 
temperature—with clean, convenient 
Easternoil heat—that
is noiseless and auto-
THE NEW 1932
Easternoil models are now 
on display. They represent 
the last word in precision 
manufacturing methods and 
exhaustive efficiency tests. 
By rigid factory economies 
and increased production 
the purchase price has been 
lowered, thus making an 
Easternoil the outstanding 
value in the oil burner field.
I ' "
malic. Even lhe fuel delivery is noise­
less —and it leaves no dirt or dust be­
hind.
No kindlings to split—no fires to light—no 
ashes to haul —no coal to shovel. The 
Easternoil never forgets to give you just the 
amount of heat you require. If is built to 
remember.
Automatic oil heat is the modern method of 
home comfort. It completely eliminates all 
work and worry forever and saves you 
money each day it operates.
The proper model Easternoil can be quickly 
and easily installed in all types of heating 
plants, even in midwinter, without inconven­
ience to the home owner.
THE EASTERNOIL
is (pie product of a corporation 
With over ten years experience •> 
oil equipment. Eesternc.l L. r „rs 
are rendering effic.ent service in 
homes from the Atlantic tc the Pa­
cific.
Labo.rtrryTestca
The listing by the en­
gineering department 
of the Underwriters 
alter severe tests is 
evidence that the 
Easternoil Burner ha- 
met the high stand­
ards of this exacting 
body.
EASTII^INIOIIIL
j<or Mew fiyfond winter i
A. C. McLOON & CO.
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
April 26—Annual meeting of the Rock­
land Garden Club.
April 27—"The Wedding of Jake and 
Lena," repeated at the Methodist 
Church.
April 28—Commander Donald B. Mac­
Millan lectures at Congregational 
Church.
April 28 — Camden — Annual ladies’ 
night of Business Men's Association.
April 29—Camden—C. H. S. senior 
play, Meet Aunt Sally.”
Additional seating space for pa­
trons has been secured at Paramount 
Restaurant through rearrangement 
of fixtures and tables.
Thomas E. Libby of Vinalhaven 
who is well known in this city is at 
the City Hospital, Newtonville, Mass., 
suffering from an ill turn.
Community Sweet Shop opens next 
Sunday with the same popular pro­
prietors at the helm.
Miss L. Etta Philbrok died this 
morning in Bangor. The remains 
will be brought to Rockland.
’ON MY SET”
WEATHER
It was a decidedly chilly weekend 
in spite of brilliant sunshine, with 
ccld March-like winds sweeping down 
from the northwest. The ground 
froze Sunday night but the spring 
flowers which are making some Rock­
land lawns so attractive did not seem 
discouraged, and jonquils and hya­
cinths are now seen amid the crocuses 
and snowdrops. The series of fair 
days ended yesterday with dropping 
barometer, cloudy skies and rain in 
the evening; noon temperature was 
52. Today is somewhat warmer, 45 
at 8 o'clock, wind east with showers 
in prospect. Tomorrow will probably 
be cloudy.
Mother's Day is May 8.
Continuous show today, 2 to 10 at 
the Strand with Marie Dressier in 
“Emma."
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Allen have 
bought the Maxey Filling station in 
Thomaston.
"The Wedding of Jake and Lena" 
will be rcoeated Wednesday night at 
the Methodist vestry.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Barbour 
have taken the apartment at 58 War­
ren street and expect to move there 
this week.
The sound of the hammer and the 
saw is welcome on Main street where 
W. H. Glover & Co. are adding an­
other story to Stonington Furniture 
Co. block.
Thousands of guesses are pouring 
into the Stamp Ladv contest being 
held at Fuiler-Ccbb-Davis, the guess- 
ers' ideas ranging from 400 to 
2,000,000.
Cedric French who has completed 
his studies at Bryant & Stratton's 
Business College arrived home Fri­
day and has entered the employ of 
the Fireproof Garage in a clerical 
position.
Lioyd Clark, Jr., has been elected 
a member of the Junior Honorary 
Society at Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. This is a distinct honor 
since the Society has only 25 students. 
Mr. Clark is establishing an enviable 
record in scholastic standing.
Carl E. Fredrickson, who has been 
pastor's assistant and choir director 
at the First Baptist Church during 
the season went to Brockton, Mass., 
yesterday where after a visit with his 
parents he will enter evangelistic 
work, probably in Massachusetts.
Marie Dressler's popularity with 
Knox County picture patrons was 
seen last night in the crowd which 
besieged Strand Theatre where she is 
appearing the first three days this 
week in “Emma"—a drama in which 
mirth and tragedy struggle for su­
premacy. Marie Dressier at her best
Charles Gould is on a two weeks’ 
cruise .with the Naval Reserves with 
land station for fleet operations at 
Cape Elizabeth, in his capacity as 
wireless operator.
Local interest is keen in the out­
come of today’s primary election in 
Massachusetts—inspired doubtless by 
the many radio broadcasts and news­
paper articles.
Fales Circle meets tomorrow after­
noon at 2 o'clock at Grand Army hall. 
Public supper at 6 will be served 
under the supervision of Mrs. Susie 
Newbert and Mrs. Mary Rogers.
District Deputy Grand Exalted 
Ruler A. C. Jones inspected Lewiston 
Lodge of Elks last night, and tonight 
will be in Rumford for a similar pur­
pose. His three remaining inspec­
tions will be in Rockland, Bath and 
Portland.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will have 
an all-day session Thursday to knot 
three quilts. Members are asked to 
take sweets to augment hearty dishfs 
for dinner. Mrs. Mary Rogers and 
Mrs. Ella Flye will 'be in charge of 
6 o'clock supper, and the usual busi­
ness session will take place in the 
evening.
Funeral services for Mrs. Mark S. 
Crockett (Carrie Payson, formerly of 
South Hope) who died Friday at her 
home in Lancaster, Pa., will be held 
this afternoon at the Burpee parlors 
at 2 o'clock. The remains arrived 
here last evening, accompanied by 
Mr. Crockett and his two sons, Nor­
man and George.
The Epworth Leaguers of the 
Methodist Church will serve a sup­
per Saturday night in the vestry.
Overness Sarkesian is at home 
from Knox Hospital where he has 
been receiving treatment for some 
weeks.
An infected wrist is interfering 
considerably with the activities cf 
Gerald Black, whose,condition is im­
proving however.
T. C. Stone, district manager of 
the telephone company will be the 
Lions' speaker tomorrow noon. The 
talk will be illustrated.
The Camden & Rockland Water 
Company is extending its main pipe 
500 feet on the Old County road to 
provide service for the last houses 
on that highway.
R. B. Magune will soon erect a new 
shop on Maverick street which is to 
house his machine business, conduct­
ed for several years at 700 Main 
street.. The building will have 31 
windows to provide ample lighting.
Steamer Southport came out of 
winter quarters at Camden Saturday 
smiling with her new coat of paint, 
| and put in prime condition for the 
s’eason's service. She will care for thp 
Bar Harbor and Brooklin routes until 
the six trip schedule begins.
The Forty Club bridge party will be 
held tomorrow night at the Copper 
Kettle at 7.30. This party was origi­
nally scheduled for Thursday night 
but was set ahead to avoid conflict 
with the MacMillan lecture. John 
H. MeLoon is chairman.
Last month’s statistical report 
issued from the office of the’adjutant 
general showed that Battery F of 
Thomaston, Eldridge captain, stood 
fourth in the regiment in point of at­
tendance. Battery E. Saville captain 
stood tenth.
Robert, son of Mr. and Mrs. George 
E. Dunton, Broadway, while at jave­
lin practice Wednesday at Bowdoin 
College was hit in the cheek by a 
javelin, striking near the nose and 
inflicting a deep and ugly wound. He 
was confined to the infirmary until 
Saturday, but shows marked im­
provement, and it is expected that
some of the stitches will have been The danger irom grass fires against 
removed by now. ' which this paper has repeatedly
------ | warned this spring, was vividly
The appeal for aid for the jobless | demonstrated on the New County- 
presented in' the Saturday issue of roatj yesterday when a fire opposite 
this newspaper by the Chamber of the cement plant caused the destruc- 
Commerce is bearing encouraging j tjon 0( a barn owned by Miss Lucy 
fruit. Already several men have been Farnsworth
placed, one job being the erection of 
a garage. Any chore of any kind will 
be done by these willing men whether 
tt ls raking lawns, washing windows, 
beating rugs or what not. Simply
Charged with drunken driving 
Sayward Hall of Thomaston was ar­
raigned before Judge Butler in Muni- 
„ „„ . . . „„„ cipal Court yesterday. He was finedcall 860, state your requirements and $10Q and cosU and his companion 
The Chamber will do the rest. , was fjne<j for intoxication. Collision
, , j <-.1. ux i with another car led to na
arrest by State Patrolman Shaw.
Hall's
Rockland. Warren, Thomaston, and 
Belfast were invited to attend the 
meeting of the Camden Garden Club 
last Tuesday afternoon when Wal­
ter O. Frost, a former Rockland boy, 
of the United States Department of
Quarrymen and engineers resumed 
work at John C. Meehan & Son's 
plant at Clark Island yesterday hav­
ing reached an amicable agreement
Agriculture and Maine State Forestry with, the manufacturers whereby the 
Department, gave a talk on “The I men will take a 10 percent cut in 
Menace of the White Pine Blister," o^er to meet existing conditions in 
which was heard with much interest, economizing and competing markets 
Mr Frost handled his subject with I No agreement with the cutters ha- 
J yet been reached.authority.
Mrs. Israel Snow, Miss Celia Brault 1 The Eastern Division Rifle Club
Members of the Garden Club have and Aime Beaudoin motored to Au- and the Thomaston Rifle Club, Inc., 
a treat in store for them this after- gusta Friday, accompanied by Miss will meet at the latter s clubrooms at 
noon at the monthly meeting at 2.30 Bernadette Snow of the junior class 8 o’clock Friday night. A report ol 
in the Thorndike grill when Edward of Rcckiand High School who rep- the recent directors meeting m Au- 
D Johnson, landscape gardener for resented her school in the regional 1 gusta will be given together with m- 
Silsbv's Flower Shop, will give a talk [ Spear speaking contest at Cony High • formation concerning the preliminary 
on "Beautifying the Home Grounds.' School that evening. Those who ' Pistol matches which begin next 
have noted the rrftrked talent Miss wees, and the State shoot at the Au- 
Snow has displayed in public speak- j burn Rifle Range in Auburn May­
ing will be interested to learn that 28-29.
she and Miss Grace Shaw of Con" . . . , . .
High carried off highest honors and Richard Bird had an uncomfor.- 
will compete in the finals to take able experience yesterday afternoon 
place at the State House May 5. Miss when one of the tires on his Ford 
Snow's subject was “Prince of Court i coupe blew out as he was passing 
Painters" and Miss Shaw’s “If I i Chickawaukie Lake. The car struck 
Were King." The alternates were J ibe fence violently, and rebounded 
Miss Margaret Holliday of M.C.I. and in,°
Miss Doris Small of Bridgton Acad 
emy.
Mrs. Helen Wentworth will sing. This 
will also be the annual meeting
Huntley-Hill Post, V.F.W.. met 
Sunday night at the City Council 
rooms with good attendance. Com­
rade Sizemore was elected chaplain. 
Formal institution of this post will be 
held May 8 at 2 p. m., probably with 
degree team from Lewiston, and 
State officials present. Tickets for 
the Post prize ball May 4 are selling 
cvell. and may be obtained from any 
member.
The annual children’s circle of the 
Congregational Church will take 
place tomorrow night at 6.15, with 
this committee in charge: Mrs.
Charles G. Hewett, chairman, Mrs 
E. C. Moran Jr., Mrs. A. J. Murray.
Mrs. Harold Green, Mrs. Kenneth 
Spear, Mrs. Chauncey Keene, Mrs 
Rhama Philbrick. Mrs. Archie Bow­
ley. Mrs. Austin Sherman, Mrs. Ralph 
Smith, Mrs. Eugene Lamb, Mrs 
Henry Simmons, Mrs. W. Seymour 
Cameron, Mrs. Earl Perry and Mrs.
David Beach.
Those who are interested in local 
industries should make it a point to 
inspect the farm ODerated at The 
Highlands by Frank W. Kimball, 
where among the most recent proj­
ects is a piggery 185x25 fejet, built on 
modern recommendations, with in­
dividual stalls. The floors are 
cleaned by hose and fresh bedding 
provided every day. At present there 
are 60 hogs and 130 nigs, with 10 hogs 
due to. farrow within a few days 
The pigs, which average about seven 
to a litter, are kept until about four 
weeks old, then are ready to sell.
They are kept in the pink of con­
dition and only first-class graded 
pigs are Dut on the market. Those 
which do not measure up to required 
standards are fattened for the mar­
ket. Mr. Kimball also carries on an 
extensive poultry business, having at 
present 650 chickens. These also re­
ceive .first-class care. Oxen, steers 
and cows complete his livestock.
The cleanliness and excellent con­
dition of his barns and stock make 
favorable impression on visitors.
—---------------- ' cated before the battle was won, but
A rummage sale will be held Sat- had the satisfaction of saving the 
urday, Universalist vestry. Leave property, which would have been a 
contributions at vestry Friday or total loss but for his pluck. Mrs 
phone 94-M.—FRadv. • Powell was temporarily overcome by
------------------ ----------------  the excitement, but rallied during the
Let People’s Laundry help with j afternoon.
your house cleaning. Send them : ------------------
your quilts, rues, blankets, pillows j piano Lessons. 85 cents private; (41) 
and curtains. Phone 170. 49-51 ! cents 1 hour class). Call 786-M.
Mabel Lamb, Rockland. First Lesson
A campaign to secure one million 
signatures to petitions addressed to 
foreign governments seeking the at­
tendance of representative women at 
an International Congress in connec­
tion with the Chicago Century of 
Progress Exposition in 1933, is being 
conducted by local women's organi­
zations affiliated with the National 
Council of Women. The project is
wreck. He was taken to the office of 
Dr. F. F. Brown where it was found 
that while he had been badly shaken 
up that his worst injury was a severe 
cut on one of his wrists.
F-ee concert—the Rockland Hign 
School Orchestra will furnish music 
on the balcony of the Fuller-Cobb- 
Pavis s'ore from 7.30 to 9 o'clock 
Wednesday evening.—adv.
BORN
(hp lnrepst coonerative effort in ' TEAGUE At Thomaston, April 23. tothe largest cooperative enort in Mr gnd Mrs Arnold TeagUP ot South
which clubwomen of the United 
States have ever engaged. The BPW 
Club of this city has a quota of 225 
names to secure before May 1st. The 
book of petitions is at the Postal 
Telegraph Office, and any woman in­
terested in the BPW Club may go 
there and sign her name, only being 
sure that she designates she is sign­
ing for the BPW Club. It is not 
limited to membership in the BPW 
Club, as some have come to believe.
The fact that they were expecting 
company Sunday alone prevented 
the destruction of Mr. and Mrs. E. C. 
Powell's residence in South Hope. 
Mrs. Powell, who was lying on a 
couoh after dinner was startled to 
find the room suddenly filled with 
smoke. Her husband hurried to 
the cellar, and through the dense 
haze could discern a brisk blaze along 
the western wall. A heavy gale was 
in progress, and penetrating the 
cellar window was fanning the 
flames. Feeling that the building 
was doomed Mr. Powell called for his 
wife to leave at once, but pending 
the arrival of neighbors continued 
to fight the flames with a basin 
which he filled rapidly from the tap 
in the cellar. He was nearly suffo-
Union, a son. Philip Warren
JOHNSON—At Newtonville. Mass . April 
23 to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Johnson 
(Alice Libby), a daughter, Elizabeth 
Ann. *
PENDLETON—At Ingraham Hill. Owl’r 
Head AdHI 23. to Mr. and Mrs. Ray­
mond Pendleton, a son. Raymond 
Frank, weight 10 pounds.
HOCH—At Rockland. April 23. to Mr 
and Mrs. Ravmond Hoch (Ruth 
Koster), a son, Wesley Albert.
CUSHMAN—At Knox Hosnltal. Rockland. 
Anril 23. to Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Cush 
man of Thomaston, a daughter.
CROSS-At Community Hospital. Cam 
den. April —, to Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd 
Gross, a son.
MARRIED
LITTLE-ST ARRETT—At Warren. April 
21. by Rev. Howard A. Welch. Na­
thaniel Little of Portland and Mrs. 
May (JonesI Starrett of Warren.
BEVERAGE-BROWN—At North Haven 
April 21. by Rev. H. F. Huse. Theodore 
E. Severn-e and Florence E. Brown, 
both of North Haven.
DIED
ROBINSON—At Rockland. Anril 24. 
Charles Robinson, aged 62 years. 
Burial ln Somersworth. N. H.
CROCKETT—At Lancaster. Pa.. April 23. 
Carrie P.. wife of Mark Crockett, aged 
56 vears. Puneral Tuesday afternoon 
at 2 o’clock from Burpee parlors.
TABBUTT—At North Haven. April 19, 
James Augustus Tabbutt. aged 93 
years. Interment In Harrington
PHILBROOK—At Bangor. April 26. L. 
Etta Phiibrook. Puneral Thursday 
afternoon from Bowes & Crozier par­
lors.
We are still doing business at the free.—adv.
same old stand—ready to do your , ------------------
lawn mower sharpening as usual. Don't take chances without automo- 
New low price $1 per. We will oc- bile insurance. Insure your automo- 
cupy our new quarters early in June, bile today with Roberts & Veazie, 
R. B. Magune, 700 Main street, city. Inc., M. F. Lovejoy, manager, Masonic 
Fiione 315-W. 50-T-5G Temple, Rockland. 40-S-tf
WE GIVE 
GOLD BOND 
STAMPS or
S. & II. GREEN
STAMPS
IMONTON
DEPARTMENT STORE 
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
s.
ASK FOR 
& H. GREEN 
STAMPS or
GOLD BOND 
STAMPS
§
The broadcast given by the Ru­
binstein Club and the Junior 
Harmony Club Sunday afternoon 
over WCSH was listened to with 
interest, and with the regret that 
Mrs. Hazel Atwood, contralto was 
suffering from laryngitis. The 
program was: “Out of the Deep” 
by Marks, Mrs Atwood; piano, 
“Hark, Hark, the Lark,” Schu­
bert-Liszt, “Impromptu,'' Mac- 
Dowell, and “Etincelles” Moszkow- 
ski, Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn, repre­
senting the Rubinstein Club; 
“Papricana” and “Song of Hope," 
instrumental trio, Dorothy Har­
vie, piano, Marian Harvie, trum­
pet, and Florence Dean, saxo­
phone; and sax ealo “Valse 
Erica" by Rudy Wiedoft, Miss 
Dean, representing the Junior 
Harmony Club. The young folks 
of the Junior Harmony Club were 
special guests at the Sunday aft­
ernoon program of Uncle Dan's 
Alumni Caravan Orchestra, and 
were delighted with an invitation 
to give an all-Roek!a.nd broadcast 
for the Caravan Club later in the 
season.
••• ••• •••
Pryor’s Band, which has been 
appearing on the Goodyear pro­
gram, gave its closing concert of 
the season Saturday night and at 
the close, by special request, 
played that popular selection 
“The WhifitleT and His Dog.” 
The Goodyear program will now 
be presented on Wednesday 
nights.
>•« ••• •••
Walter Winchell’s substitute in 
the Lucky Strike program, paid 
special tribute Saturday night to 
Gilbert Patten of Camden, cre­
ator of the Frank Mcrriwell 
stories, and one of the most ver­
satile writers of the present day.
•••
WIOD of Miami and WOAI of 
San Antonio were among my Sat­
urday night stations—the former 
a comparative stranger the past 
winter.
••• ••• •••
My thanks are here extended 
to Herbert K. Washburn of Port­
land for a copy of the Radio 
Dial Log, and I fully agree with 
his comment that it is “a real 
log at last.” Mr. Washburn, a 
former Thomaston boy, is junior 
member of the firm of Colcord & 
Wa'hburn, pharmacists, comer 
of Spring and Brackett streets, 
Portland, and is always especial­
ly glad to meet anybody who 
likes to talk radio.
GOLDEN SKIES
|For The Courier-Gazette 1 
Behold the gold that man has dug.
In all the years gone by;
Now gathered up by angel hands.
And strewn across the sky:
Wealth, more than owned by all earth's
kings.
Is spread before my eyes:
At Happy Isles when set' the sun.
Or conies the glad sunrise.
These golden paths on ocean plains. 
Lead up to steps aclow
That reach from earth to Paradise—
The realms through Faith I know.
Through golden gates flung open wide. 
Faces and forms I see.
Of loved ones dear, long since called 
home.
Who smile and call to me."
Christ ls thp sun who floods my soul 
With golden skies and song:
Dlsne's mv doubts and grief nnd fear . 
And makes me glad and strong.
Eternal Day. with Him abides.
Horizons ever bright—
The Lord of Life and Glnrv He.
Who scatters death and night.
Henry Felton Huse.
North Haven.
IN MEMORIAM
In memory of my beloved wife. Dora 
H. Brewer, who passed away April 27. 
1929.
‘Gone from my home but not from 
my heart.”
Robert G. Brewer.
Rockland. April 26.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our dear husband 
and father. Matt Matson, who passed 
away April 25. 1926.
Sarl’y missed by hls wife and children.
Mrs. Salma Matson. Mrs. Aune M. 
Bragdon. Ensio Matson.
Long Cove.
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
WELL, MR- . 
BuywELL- 
HOW DO VOUni 
UKE THE CAR'. ‘
ITS BEST^
INVESTMENT 
FOR. REAL 
ENJOYMENT 
I EVER MADE!
Money spent for one of the ears 
we’re now offering is a Safe In­
vestment. Ask a mechanic!
1930 Oldsmobile Sedan
1928 Durant Roadster
1929 Whippet Coach
1930 Essex Sedan
1928 Ford Coupe Delivery 
1928 Chevrolet Sedan 
1930 Oldsmobile Coupe 
1928 Essex Sedan 
1925 Studebaker Coach 
1927 Oldsmobile Sedan
We Do Our Own 
Financing
27 RANKIN St., ROCKLAND
Sh Anniversary Sale
CONTINUES ALL THIS WEEK
Special Prices on Merchandise in Every 
Department. All New Spring Goods in This 
Sale, No Seconds, No Left-Overs.
Our Carpet, Curtain and Drapery Depart­
ment (The Oldest in Knox County) Offers 
Unusual Values, Including Upholstery Tap­
estry, Cretonnes and Drapery Hardware.
S
J. SIMONTON CO.-raJzrarararafarajzraiapjaiarararaHraiaiBmzreiarapjj
The mock wedding “The Wedding 
of Jake and Lena" which the ladies 
of Edwin Libby Relief Corps put on 
so successfully a few weeks ago, is 
to be presented at the Methodist 
Church tomorrow evening at 7.30 
under the auspices of the Ladies’ Aid 
A musical program will be given 
under the direction of Mrs. Emma 
Harvie, and other entertaining fea­
tures are planned. A jolly good time 
is guaranteed for a small admission 
fee.
The W.C.T.U. met Friday at the 
home of Mrs. H. V. Tweedie, North 
Main street. The time was given 
over to business and a discussion of 
arrangements for a mother and 
daughter banquet to be held May 12. 
The next meeting. May 6, is to be a 
child health day, with an open meet­
ing, ir. charge of Mrs. Evelyn Sher­
man, with mothers and pre-school 
age children as guests. Mrs. Kit­
tredge and Mrs. Brawn were appoint­
ed as assisting committee. Mrs. 
Olara Emery read the resolution re­
cently adopted by the department of 
superintendence of the National Edu­
cation Association meeting in Wash­
ington, D. C. thus: "Tlie Department 
of Superintendence urges teachers to 
ebntinue to impart respect for the 
Constitution of the United States and 
for all of its various amendments. 
We urge the continued vigorous and 
impartial enforcement of the entire 
Constitution of the United States is 
the supreme law of the land and we 
reaffirm our belief in the principles 
of the Eighteenth Amendment and 
in the habits of life and conduct 
■vhich it is intended to inculcate." 
These committees for the banauet 
were appointed: Supper, Miss Ada 
Bird Young, Mrs. Ida Simmons, Miss 
Mabel Seavey, Mrs. Francis Hall, Mrs 
Sophronia Beggs, Miss Alice Erskine,. 
Mrs. Kate Brawn and Mrs. Hattie 
lord; program, Miss Alena Young. 
Mrs. Tweedie, Mrs. Irene Moran and 
Mrs: Evelyn Sherman; publicity and 
ickets, Mrs. Clara Emery, Mrs. Hope 
Brewster. It was voted to send an
xpression of sympathy from the 
Union to Mrs. Myra Hodgdon in her 
illness. Refreshments were served by 
'.he hostess assisted by Mrs. Ida Sim­
mons.
Charles Robinson of Winter streeti 
was found at his room Sunday in a . 
condition which warranted his re- I 
tr.oval to the hospital, where he died 
that night at 10.30. He was report­
ed to have a sister living in Somers­
worth, N. H., but the authorities had 
not located her at last accounts.
The annual meeting of the Wom­
an's Association of the First Baptist 
Church takes place Wednesday at 
2.30 in the vestry.
Free concert—the Rockland High 
School Orchestra will furnish music 
on the balcony of the Fuller-Cobb- 
Davis store from 7.30 to 9 o’clock 
Wednesday evening—adv.
A lot of politicians who may know 
in a general way how they stand per­
sonally on Prohibition are now buy­
ing the Literary Digest to learn how 
they stand at home on it.—Philadel­
phia Inquirer.
WILLIAM E. DORNAN 
&SON, Inc.
Cemetery Memorials 
EAST UNION, MAINE
WALDOBORO
Mrs. Albert Riley and son Stephen 
of South Portland liave been guests 
of Stephen A. Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Gay were in 
Portland last week.
Merle Castner and George Sim­
mons were in Boston Friday and Sat­
urday on business.
Mrs. W. G. Labe entertained the 
Bridge Club Friday evening. Two 
tables were in play.
Mrs. Stella Butman wno passed the 
winter with Mrs. Nellie Overlock, has 
returned to Round Pond.
Miss Margaret Ashworth of St. 
Johnsbury. Vt., is visiting Dr. and 
Mrs. T. C. Ashworth.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Hunnewell have 
returned from Boston where they 
have been for several weeks.
E. D. Feyler who passed the win­
ter in Massachusetts has returned 
and is with his daughter Mrs. Annie 
Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Jenks and 
son of Manchester, N. H., have been 
guests of Mr. and Mrs. George How­
ard.
George A. Cowan of Damariscotta 
occupied the Methodist pulpit Sun­
day morning.
Fire destroyed the cleansing plant
at tlie home of Clarence Campbell 
Friday noon. The building in which 
Mrs. Campbell has conducted a suc­
cessful business caught fire from _an 
explosion in a gasoline cleansing ma­
chine. In trying to save articles of 
wearing apparel from the flames Mr. 
Campbell was badly burned about the 
face and arms. Much sympathy is 
expressed for the Campbells in the 
loss, which was not covered by insur­
ance.
There will be Pentecostal services 
at the Hahn schoolhouse Wednesday- 
evening in charge of the workers 
from Belfast, N. Ruth Bowles, Vivian 
Haworth, Harriet Legg and Goldie 
Banks; also Mrs. Gordon of Boston 
who is in Belfast at this time. Every­
body is welcome to come and enjoy 
the singing and the musical Instru­
ments.
ST. GEORGE
Beginning April 27 the Thomas- 
[ ton National Bank will open at 8 
. a. m. and close at 2 p. m. Standard 
J time to conform with Daylight time.
—adv.
America won't recognize Japan’s 
territorial gain in China. Not anyway 
I when Japan gets through with it.— 
Corvallis <Ore.) Gazette-Times.
at “PERRY’S
LET YOUR WEEKLY BUDGET PROFIT BY THESE SPECIALS
The meeting of Golden Rod Chap­
ter Friday evening was marked by 
arge attendance and much enthusi- 
ism. Supper was managed by Mrs. 
Gertrude Boody. Memorial exercises 
for Mrs. Clara Hodgkins were con­
ducted after which the members ad­
journed to the banquet hall where a 
program of high order was put on 
under the direction of Mrs. Helen 
Chapman. The selections, “My An- 
i chor Holds,” “I Want My Life To 
I Tell,” “One Sweetly Solemn Thought," 
Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep,"
! "While the Years are Rolling By,"
Saved By Grace," and “Now the Day 
Is Over,” were sung by a portion of 
he Knox County Men's Chorus, di­
rected by S. T. Constantine. Those 
j inking part were Harold Green and 
i Almon Richardson, first tenors; Fred 
H. Haining and Carleton Porter, sec- 
! md tenors: John Robinson and R. 
K. Green, first bass, and Dr. Samuel 
Tibbetts, second bass. Mrs. Con- 
i -tantine was at the piano. Miss 
Anna Green read “Vagabond House," 
by Blanding and "The Rival" by Kip- 
i ling, and Myron Young, tenor, sang
The Sunshine of Your Smile," and
West of the Great Divide," with Mrs.
Amy Tripp, accompanist. The most 
ambitious feature of the program 
was the pantomime, “Seven Ages cf 
Woman" based on the “seven ages of 
man” from Shakespeare's “As You 
Like It.” Mrs. Chapman acted as 
reader, Mrs. Vivian Hewett as soloist 
and Mrs. Alta Dimick as pianist. Tlie 
theme song was “Memories” and 
fhe “seven ages” were worked out in 
his manner: Infant in cradle, with 
Mrs. Hewett singing “Alabama 
Lullaby;” School days, Miss Kathy 
erine Veazie and Crosby Ludwick, 
'School Days,” as solo; College davs, 
Mrs. Florence Knowlton, “Betty 
Co-Ed,” solo; Sweetheart days. Miss 
Annette Segal, “Let Me Call You 
Sweetheart,” solo; Bride, Mrs. 
Blanche Morton, Lohengrin Bridal 
March played by Mrs. Dimick, “I 
love You Truly.” solo; Mother. Mrs. 
Elizabeth Barton, “Mother of Mine,” 
solo; Grandmother. Miss Pearl Bor­
gerson, "Memories."
RED LABEL
SALADA TEA
ONE-HALF POUND PACKAGE
FREE—1 POUND PACKAGE DOMINO SUPERFINE TABLE SUGAR
THIS SAVING WILL BRING YOU THE BEST OF TEA FAR BELOW 
NORMAL COST—BUY EARLY AND SAVE
BONELESS
hams ar- ll 19c-1 f
FOREQUARTERS OF
VEAL 211is 25c
SLICED BACON, 2 lbs. 25c PIG'S LIVER, I lbs 25c
OUR MEAT COUNTER HAS MANY OTHER SPECIALS FOR THIS SALE
BY PUBLIC DEMAND WE RUN THIS FOR YOU 
5 ’ AGAIN
JELLO
Tl Ji H . ■»
ALL 
Flavors
WITH MOULDS FREE
3 21c
SMOKED FROM FRESH NATIVE HADDOCK TO A GOLDEN BROWN
on]FINNAN HADDIE
rt .i - vi h « ■>
»c
'pound
PESRY'S MARKET
A GOOD PLACE TO TRADE
rKEEP VOUwTl
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THE STORY
CHAPTER I.— Six bandits lomi 
aboard the steamer, Midnight Sun, 
■while she Is tied to the bank of the 
Mackenzie. Father Claverly and the 
other passengers on the boat are 
amazed at the sight of banditry In 
this Great Waterways country, a 
thousand miles north of Edmoiuon. 
Jimmy Montgomery, who had spent 
years with the Canadian Mounted, 
draws his gun In the face of the 
covering rifles and tires upon the 
ruffians. He is shot • through the 
heart by a half-breed. The Bandits 
get av.ay with gold dust and choice 
peltry,
CHAPTER II—Corporal Bill
Hardsock brings the news of the 
crime to Sergeant Alan Baker at 
the Mounted Police post at Fort 
Endurance. After a brief dispute 
over plans with his incompetent 
superior, Inspector Haskell, Alan ' 
starts out after the bandits In the 
big police launch with the corporal 
and four constables.
CHAPTER III— Reaching the
Midnight Sun, they stop long 
enough for Alan to hoard her and 
consult witnesses of the crime. Alan 
asks the skipper to put Jimmy 
Montgomery’s orphaned four-year- 
old daughter off at Fort Endurance 
and leave her in the care of Alan’s 1 
fiancee. Elizabeth Spaulding. At the 1 
MacMillan trading post on the Big 
Alooska. Joyce MacMillan Is alone, 
awaiting the return of Dave, her 
father, from a fur-buying trip. She 
is thrilled when the police launch 
ties up there for the night, as she 
has not seen Alan Baker for months. 
Secretly she had hoped to marry 
him: then she was stunned by the 
news of his engagement to Eliza­
beth. She is happy now to perceive 
from his halting talk that the 
planned marriage Is not definitely 
certain.
CHAPTER IV.—Harry Younge, 
one of Alan’s men, discovers in 
MacMillan’s fur shed a bale of pelts 
stolen from the Midnight Sun. The 
evidence incriminates Dave so 
strongly that Alan is compelled to 
tel! Joyce. She hotly defends her 
father. Alan leads his expedition 
up the B’g Alooska. Compelled by 
Haskell’s foolish orders to divide 
the party/Alan falls to capture the 
bandits. The police expedition re­
turns to Fort Endurance with Larry 
badly wounded.
CHAPTER V.—Haskell, who Is 
Alan's active enesnv and is trying to 
win Elizabeth, blames Alan for the 
failure and orders his demotion to 
the ranks He flatly denies that he 
ordered Alan to split the police 
party. He refuses to let Alan lead a 
second expedition against the ban­
dits. Seeing only one way now to go 
after the bandits and clear Joyce s 
father from the charge resulting 
from the obviously planted* evid­
ence, Alan buys out of the Mounted. 
Haskell gives Alan his release on 
condition that he signs a paper to 
the effect that Haskell did not give 
the order to split the expedition.
CHAPTER VI— After making ar­
rangements with Hardsock and old 
Dad Pence to look after Joyce’s 
safety while she Is alone at the 
MacMillan post (her father being 
jailed at Fort Endurance), Alan 
starts out of the country In a mo­
tor canoe. As the days pass and 
she does not hear from him, Joyce 
Is heartsick for Alan.
CHAPTER VII.—On his Journey,
.* ■ runs across “Buzzard’’ Feath-
crof, famous aviator of the World 
war, and now "on his own," with a 
dilapidated machine. Affinity of 
spirit draws them together, and 
Alan enlists •’Buzzard” in the en­
terprise. Tracking sufficient funds 
tn procure equipment, they loot 
government stores, starting their 
pursuit of the bandits, themselves 
criminals In the eyes of the law.
1"JAPTER VIII.—"Slob-Ice” Jen­
sen. leader of the bandits, plans to 
capture Joyce MacMillan and es­
cape/o Manitoba. At Fort Endur­
ance Haskell c.atchca on that Bill 
Hardsock is caching gasoline and 
oil for Alan nt En Traverse lake, 
and plans with Constable Whipple 
to capture Alan when his plane 
alights there.
CHAPTER IX. CONTINUED
On n long timbered tieadJnnd 
there a sudden sheet of flame had 
leaped up nearly sixty feet into 
the air and stood out above the 
tree tops, with a fiery puff and 
cloudlet of smoko visible for miles 
and miles across the open water. 
A few seconds later the (lame died 
down a little, as though It had 
been of explosive origin, but a 
clump of paper birches up which 
the flame had raced still continued 
to burn like a gigantic torch.
Focusing on that distant head­
land, Alan saw nothing except the 
fire-wrapped birches. As he brought 
the glasses down, mystified, frown­
ing, his uneasiness swept through
him again, sharp and Insistent. 
That suspicious drum of gasoline— 
Hill surely wouldn’t have rolled It 
out there. That huge burst of fire 
across tlie lake—it had some 
meaning.
■'Buzzard, something’s wrong 
here! All wrong! I don't like the 
Idea of going ashore here. If 
something’s wrong, you don't know 
wliat we might be walking into.”
“Well, what’re you going to do? 
We've got seven gallons of gas in 
tlie wing tank and five tn the emer­
gency, and we can't get far on 
that!”
“Maybe so, but I'm not walking 
Into any trap. Somebody’s over 
there where we saw that big gob 
of fire. I'm suggesting we get into 
tlie air again and hop across and 
have a look-see. That's our best 
bet. This layout here is all off­
color and I know it.”
“All right. We’ll hop across. But 
a couple more hops around over 
tliis landscape, and we’ll be rock­
ing on the wavelets.”
From tlie height of a hundred 
feet Alan looked ahead through his 
glasses, scrutinizing that timbered 
point where tlie birches were still 
ablaze.
He started as the glasses picked 
np a tiny man-figure far away on 
that headland. Watching he saw it 
rush out upon the extreme rock 
tip. With the plane whirling near­
er, he caught the figure in sharper 
focus—and recognized Bill Hard- 
Bock!
Waving his arms, hat and part 
of a pine tree, Bill was frantically 
trying to draw their attention-
Alan leaped forward, cupped his 
hands and shouted to Buzzard:
“That’s Bill' There on the head­
land. Light "nd taxi in. lie's wav­
ing us down, so it must he safe. 
We’ll soon see wliat the trouble is."
They angled down on tlie water 
and skimmed close in ashore. In 
a canoe Bill came paddling out to 
meet them.
“I knowed you’d make it. Alan!’’ 
he panted, looking with marveling 
eyes at Buzzard and the plane. “I 
knowed you'd show up sometime. 
Tlie gas and oil—that is, most of 
It—it's right ashore here, ready for 
yon. There’s more cached up the 
Alooska, too. I was scared. . . . 
When you lit down over there . . . 
Lord! I was afraid you were a 
goner!"
Hastily introducing a new part­
ner to an old one, Alan demanded: 
“What d’you mean, Rill? What un­
der heaven are you doing over 
herp? What happened? Man, 
you're all shot!”
“Am half-dead,” Bill admitted. 
His voice was thick, he could hard­
ly stand np. With the long strain 
over, a fearful reaction had set in.
He looked ready to fall down dead 
asleep.
“But what happened?” Alan re­
peated.
“Alan, that Johnny .Tump-up 
caught onto our trick. He was 
out to bag this air machine and 
nail you two. And he camp skittish 
close to doing it. Lemme tell it:
"I had those drums cached over 
there on Goose point like wp ar­
ranged, and I was waiting there, 
never suspecting a thing. One eve­
ning. . . . Must’ve been fonr or 
five days ago; I've d—n near lost 
track of time. , . . Anyway, I
was sitting there In the willows 
slapping mosquitoes and listening 
to a conple of whiskv-jacks raise 
Cain with something hack at the 
timber edge.
“I hadn’t nothing much to do. so 
I sort of moseyed back that way tn 
see what all the fuss was about- I 
When I got up pretty close I a.'l at j 
once smelted tobacco smoke, cigar- j 
ette smoke. Just a faint whiff, but I 
no mistake about it.
“ ‘What the h—1 ?' says I. Who's 
smoking Turkey tobacco around ' 
here?1 It made me leery right ! 
away. I followed my nose up­
wind and snuck up real careful. | 
There In the first drogue of bal­
sam was a Smoky, that Ogi-Tomnx. 
sitting against a tree, lighting one 
cigarette on the butt of the last. 
They were that kind of cigarette 
that Haskell gets clear from Paris. 
Alan.
“When he finally got wise tn 
somebody being near, he crabbed 
for his rifle. But I jumped for him 
too quick and hit him a couple 
times, and while lie was coming out 
of it 1 lopped that gun of his 
around a tree. Then I collared him 
and asked him wliat the condamn- 
sternation his intentions might be. 
At first he closed up like an oyster 
and wouldn’t do nothing hut grant 
and look sour. I was suspicious 
of him laying low there watching 
me. so I up and lammed h—1 ont of 
him then and there till he did pry 
open his-jaws.
“Haskell had hired him to 
shadow me and spy out what I was 
doing. He must have got hep some­
how to me taking that gas. And 
he and that flshworm Whipple 
were coming there to Goose point 
In the launch to get me, gas, oil, 
then lay low and nail you two 
when you lit down. Two bits to a 
shirt button they're over there 
right now!”
As he thought how close he and 
Buzzard had come tn going ashore 
j and being captured, Alan shud­
dered.
Bill went on: “When the Smoky- 
told me that . . . Say, did I make 
! some tall tracks? I never got such 
j a wiggle on in my life. With the 
Smoky helping, I made two trips 
across the lake and snaked the 
drams all away—all except one 
drum when I heard the launch 
coming and didn’t have time to 
take—”
“It's still over there,” Alan inter­
rupted. “They rolled it out in 
; plain sight like a decoy, bnt in- 
| stead of that It made me suspicious.
! They overplayed. Bnt what got 
I yon all shot this way, Bill?”
“I've been awake four or five 
I days and nights, that's what! Not 
i a winkl Didn’t dare sleep. It 
made me sweat blood to think of 
you lighting down over there and 
getting nailed. I had to draw your 
attention somehow, when you were 
over the lake; and it had to be 
one whopper of a signal, that far 
away. I got a couple big piles of
birch paper ready, and had a dram 
of gas handy to soak it with; and I 
kept a dry-wood fire going so's I 
could stand hack and throw a blaz­
ing chunk at the paper. But It 
made the signal, all right. It near­
ly singed me and I stood thirty feet 
back.”
“I'll vow It made a signal,” Buz­
zard commented. “It looked like 
the evacuation of Lens.”
“I had to stay awake every min­
ute,” Bill continued, “for fear you’d 
coine and fly right into the trap. 
And then I had to guard the 
Smoky. He’s tied up back there; 
didn’t dare turn him loose, or he’d 
told Haskell where I was. If I'd 
ever got started dozing, I'd have 
beaten this Rip Winkle fellow for 
long-distance sleeping. There was 
times when I got so near overpow­
ered I had to wade out and set on 
a rock with the water up under my 
chin, where I didn’t dare go to 
sleep or I’d been drowned.”
Merely by looking at Bill, Alan 
knew that his former partner had 
left half his story untold. It was
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only afterwards That he "heard all 
the details of Bill's heroic siege.
“How about Joyce?" he asked. 
“You’ve been to see her, Bill?”
“I ducked aside twice. Last time 
was a week ago. She’s taken in a 
big raft of peltry. She’s closing up 
the place to go out to Edmonton 
and be with her dad.”
“A week ago,” Alan thought. 
“Anything could have happened in 
a week." He asked, “Any news at 
Endurance?”
Just everyday things. Bill report­
ed. Except for Larry. Larry would 
cry, Bill said, whenever he looked 
nt his shattered h>g. Larry, who 
kept himself as young as men half 
his age, who prided himself on his 
wolf-lean body—he was wasted 
away to a mere shadow of his for­
mer self.
Glancing out across En Traverse. 
Alan suggested: “We’d better he 
leaving here. Haskell and his stool 
pigeon over there probably saw us 
light. They may take a notion to 
whip across the lake after us. 
Where’s the oil and gas. Bill?”
"Right yon by that rock jumhle. 
The Smoky Is just this side. I'll 
go nlong—”
“You stay here; you're about 
once In. Buzzard, you turn the 
plane and make ready for a quick 
getaway In case that launch shows 
up. I’ll get the drums.”
ne hurried to the tangle of juni­
pers and granite boulders where 
he found the precious gas and oil 
wiiich Bill had sworn to bring to 
the rendezvous. Taking a load out 
to the plane. Alan hoisted It up to 
Buzzard, who began siphoning into 
the wing tank.
With an anxious Inquiry in his 
bloodshot eyes. Bill asked:
“Say, Alan, why can’t I go along 
on this trick? I’d give a leg to. 
I'm a. w. o. 1. now. Haskell can’t 
do much worse to me than he In­
tends to do as It Is."
After all that Bill had done for 
them. Alan hadn’t the heart to re­
fuse him. He asked Featherof:
"How about it—can we carry a 
third person?"
“Well, we maybe could. But I 
wouldn’t like . . . It’d cut down 
our gas load, and this is only a 
two-place plane.”
“Then I'll not go.” Bill agreed 
sturdily. "Don't want to be a drag. 
I’ll sleep off my dry-jag here and 
then mosey in to Endurance."
Alan went after two more drams. 
A= he reached the plane with them, 
his ears caught a faint low drone 
barely audible far out upon En 
Traverse. Standing up on the cock­
pit pdge, he turned his glasses 
north.
Six miles out. the powerful scar­
let-and-gold launch was heading 
straight toward them.
“Knock off on that!" he jabbed 
nt Buzzard. "We've got to get goin'. 
They'll ram us. or shoot at us from 
protection of the launch. You've 
got enougli in the tank to take us 
to the Alooska. We'll stow these 
drams aboard, and what we can’t 
take well leave here on this head­
land. Pan get It later.”
Under Blizzard's directions they 
worked frantically. When they 
were ready, when Bill clambered 
down into the canoe and held nut 
his hand in good-by, Alan was 
struck to the heart by the pleading 
unspoken prayer which Bill stoutly 
ref"sed to word.
“Buzzard!" ne Jerked around 
tn his flight partner. “Bill's got to 
go along! D—d If I can leave him 
out in the cold! I simply can’t do 
It.”
“Then try to wedge him in with 
you. We'll carry him, if we have 
to tie him on!”
Alan pulled him up. Bill man­
aged to squeeze Into the tiny one- 
place compartment, and bv that act 
deserted the Mounted Police.
With the big boat only a mile out. 
Buzzard taxied the plane and head­
ed it parallel to the shore line. Tt 
seemed to Alan that the White 
Speedair. heavily laden with gas 
and oii and a third man. would nev­
er rise from the water. It taxied 
nearly a ha.'f-mlle before it began 
smacking the wavelets. Tlie police 
boat swerved right and dlagnualed 
in to cut across its course. WhltP 
puffs of smoke were bursting from 
a rifle in the prow, from a rifle In 
the hands of George Haskell.
But when the plane finally did 
take hold of the air, it left the boat 
behind In s twinkling. Roaring out 
of range. It swung away Into the 
northeast, toward Its goal on the 
Big Alooska.
TO BE CONTINUED
WEST ROCKPORT
Much sympathy is felt for Mr. and 
Mrs. Lewis Robinson in the death of 
j their ten year old son Andrew, bet­
ter known to all as Andy. The funeral 
Friday afternoon was held at the 
home, Mt. Pleasant street.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nutt and 
daughters Roberta and Hazel who 
have been spending the winter at 
Palm Beach, Fla., have arrived home, 
making the trip in six days.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Merrifield are 
the proud parents of a son, born Sat­
urday night, and who has been named 
Herbert Livingston.
Miss Sylvia Heald and Master Har­
old Tolman visited Mrs. Alice Tol­
man last week
Charles and Charlene Heald recently 
visited their grandparents, Mr. and 
Mrs. J. F. Heald.
Mrs. Henry Keller and daughters 
Arlene and Dorothy have been spend 
ing a few days with her parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. Charles Maxey in Glen 
cove.
HARD SCRABBLE
VINALHAVEN
Health m Home
‘Practical /or TeTifcs
and cACothers
------ By Dr. ERNEST H. LINES
Eminent Authority and Chief Medical Director
New York Life Insurance Company
DIET FOR ADULTS
CM OOP eating habits for an adult mean a mixed diet of three meals a day I and no eating between meals. It is hardly necessary to add that food 
should be eaten slowly and not bolted. No two people are exactly alike and 
each person should avoid foods which experience has shown him do not suit 
him, or as it is usually expressed, “do I AU of us should eat less of the 
not agree with him. | stapje refined articles of diet: e. g,
meat, bread, potatoes and sugar in 
various combinations, and use more 
| milk and leafy vegetables. The most 
common available leafy vegetables
Mental or nerve strain upsets 
digestion. If a person must carry his 
worries with him to his meals he 
should eat then only light foods and 
not anything that necessitates hard 
work on the part of the digestive 
apparatus He should eat this meal 
very slowly. The same applies to a 
man who comes to the table tired out 
and exhausted. It is also advisable 
to take about one quart of milk a day. 
This may be used as a beverage or 
taken in ice-crcams, cream soups, 
creamed vegetables, custards, etc. 
Of course, in addition to milk each 
individual should drink water freely 
each day. A glass of water on rising 
and one or two between meals are 
advisable to supply the body with the 
fluids necessary for its upkeep. 
There is no objection to the moderate 
use of tea and coffee for adults, 
except that where they are used 
there is less tendency to drink milk
In regard to the method of cooking 
vegetables and meat, it is best to 
avoid fried foods as much as possible. 
The method of cooking does not 
seem to be as important as the fact 
that the food should be thoroughly 
cooked.
are lettuce, celery, broccoli, cabbage, 
spinach, kale, Brussels sprouts, water 
cress, turnip tops, mustard greens, 
beet tops and dandelion leaves.
Once a day a liberal serving of 
cooked greens should be eaten, and 
at least once a day a raw, green salad. 
These foods have the advantage not 
only of supplying necessaiy vita- 
mines, but they also help to correct 
constipation and encourage mastica­
tion, and are bulky foods which tend 
to assuage the pangs of hunger and 
discourage overeating.
Fill up on the salad early in the 
meal, and there will be less likelihood 
of eating too much of the other 
articles on the menu. Incidentally, 
such a diet is cheaper than one con­
taining a lot of meat—a not unim­
portant consideration.
Fried foods give the individual 
more fat than is necessary and, 
further, some chemical change takes 
place in the fat during the process of 
frying, which tends to upset the ' 
stomachs of people who have a deli­
cate digestive apparatus.
QUESTIONS:
All wives and.mothers should 
be able toantimrfht w questions: 
1. What are tfandvantag z of 
fried foods? X. When should 
salad be eaten? S. How much 
water should be drunk dailv?
(Copyright, 1M1. M, T. U I. Co.)
This is the ninth of a series of 12 
articles on Health in the Home. The 
tenth vi'l f-e cn Average aeetl Beet 
II eights.
EAST UNION APPLETON RIDGE
Mrs. Margaret Bowlev and children Charles Hughes and Mrs. Bessie 
of South Hope were visitors last week Mansfield of Warren were callers last 
of her sister Jennie Payson. week on Mrs. Hazle Perry.
T. Matson of Warren and Mis Albert Fuller and family have 
Hilda Anderson were recent guests of moved back to their home here after 
Mrs. May Robbins. spending the winter at the village.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Mortor.
were called to Washington last week 
by the illness of his father arid 
mother Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Morton
This community was saddened by 
the death of Mrs. George Teague c' 
Warren. Mrs. Teague was born and 
’.pent her girlhood days in Eart 
Union and had many friends here
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. Moody are 
now occupying their new home, for­
merly the Annie McLain place.
Mrs. Clarissa Perry and son Paul 
-pent Wednesday and Thursday with 
relatives in Belfast.
Mrs. Elizabeth Neiwbert was a 
Thursday afternoon visitor at the 
home of her niece Mrs. Elizabethand deep sympathy is felt for the be- L,ncclnviUe Beach.
reayed family. MifS Robbins was guest
Mrs. Lou Ingraham I of Miss Chrystal Stanley Thursday
Gould and son George of Portland |
were in town to attend the funera 
)t Freeman S. Gould.
E. W. Monkhouse of Portland was 
a recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. 
George Payson.
The 4-H Club met Saturday, with 
their leader Lilia Morton.
The women of the Farm Bureau 
meet Wednesday in Grange dining 
iall for an all-dav session. The sub­
ject will be "Dressing the children.” 
Mary Payson, clothing project lead­
er, will be assisted by Lilia Morton 
and Myrtle Gould. Miss Lawrence 
will be in attendance and demon- 
trate the subject and a worthwhile 
meeting is planned. Dinner \vjli 
be served at 11.30, giving mote 
ime for the afternoon work. All 
mothers are cordially invited at this 
time to be nresent and a good attend­
ance is anticipated. Izzie St. Clair 
rnd Maude Payson will be the house­
keepers.
Men here who have been giving 
labor on St. George roads were joined 
by 'Keag boys to work on Hard Scrab­
ble road. Some also gave gas for the 
trucks.
Mrs. Westburg and Mrs. George 
Wooster and son Harold of St. George 
recently visited Mrs. Arthur Dennison.
Mrs. Eusebia Grierson was recently 
a caller on Mrs. J. C. Snowdeal who 
has been in poor health all winter.
Winfield Eaton who has employ­
ment in Rockland recently spent a 
few days here with his family.
Master Arthur A. Thomas of Rock­
land was at his grandmother’s Monday 
of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas are receiving 
congratulations on the birth, April 13, 
of a daughter—Merle Frances.
Mrs. Maurice Dennison of St. 
George recently visited with Mrs. 
Chester Grierson
Allan C. Drake who spent the win- J 
ter at Harder Hotel, Sebring, Fla.,; 
arrived Saturday and is a guest at 
Sea Side. Later he will go to his 
summer home. The Breakers.
A daughter, born April 23 to Mr. J 
and Mrs. Charles Johnson of Newton­
ville, Mass., has been named Eliza­
beth Ann. Mrs. Johnson was Alice 
Libby formerly of this town.
Mrs. Ola Ames entertained friends 
at bridge Saturday evening. A late 
lurch was served.
Leslie B. Dyer has returned from 
Portland.
Miss Doris Hopkins of Vinalhaven 
and Boston has returned from the 
Deaconess Hospital where she under­
went a serious operation. She ts 
now at the home of her aunt Mrs. 
Hollis Shaw.
Mrs. Leon W. Sanborn was hostess 
to the Saturday Bridge at her home, 
Pleasant street.
Miss Alice Creed returned Satur­
day from Rockland and Camden.
An entertainment will be presented 
this Tuesday night at the Rebekah 
Lodge.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Fifleld re­
turned Saturday from a short stay 
in Portland.
There was a large attendance 
Sunday at the 11.30 service at 
Union Church. About 100 Odd Fel­
lows and Rebekahs attended in a 
body. Mrs. Gertrude Kessell Sellars 
was soloist, and Mrs. Helen Arey or­
ganist.
Frank Grimes entertained Friday 
evening Miss Frances Macintosh. 
Miss Lillie Anderson, Andy Gilchrist 
and Edward White. A lobster sup­
per was served at the Petit Restau­
rant.
Stonington High will play the 
locals here next Saturday.
Calvin Vinal left town Saturday. 
He has been employed to accompany 
Alvin Beverage of Boston on a wrest­
ling tour which will take him to the 
West Coast.
Miss Mildred Robinson, nurse, left 
Saturday for Bar Harbor.
Mrs. M. N. Chilles had high score 
at the Legion Auxiliary bridge Fri­
day evening.
The observant citizen says: The 
winter is gone and forgotten, April 
days like jewels are here, and though 
vou may not have a million, there's 
some pleasure left, never fear. The 
wealthy men may be unhappy, the 
man that is broke may be gay—so 
don't let gloom and depression steal 
all your enjoyment away.
night.
The class parts of A.H.S. have 
been assigned, highest honors going 
to Miss Muriel Robbins, valedictory 
and Miss Faustina Brown, salutatory. 
The others are Earl Sprowl. Floyd 
Gushec, Oliver Athearn and Minerva 
Pease.
CUSHING
Miss Avis Maloney dug a mess of 
dandelion greens last week.
D. L. Maloney is at work again 
after an enforced vacation caused by 
an infected hand.
Mrs. Hattie Ames has returned 
;ome after spending the winter with 
her son Leslie and family in Man­
chester. Conn.
Road Commissioner A. H. Young 
las been working on the Hathorne’s 
Point road the past week, making 
many needed repairs, new culverts, 
etc.
Wi'bur Strong of Thomaston rep­
resenting the Central Maine Power 
Co., was in town Friday.
Newton J. Peck, William Andrew 
ird George Hubbell of Woodbridge, 
Conn., are in town for an indefinite 
itay.
Fred Jordan of John Bird Co., 
was in town Thursday in the inter­
ests cf that firm.
Mrs. E. K. Maloney was in Thom­
aston Friday to see her parents. Mr. 
ard Mrs. Warren Mank. Mr. Mank 
s in poor health.
H. D. Flint is building a garage.
George Cazallis sold and delivered 
hay to Leon Ames the past week.
Miss Edith Maloney was in Thom- 
as’on one day last week, calling on 
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. War­
ren Mank.
Howard A. Miller of Thomaston 
has been visiting his aunt Mrs. M 
J. Maloney the past few days.
Fish peddlars are plentiful, hardly 
a day but there are from one to four 
on the road.
Black & Gay Co. of Thomaston 
notified their diggers Friday to sus­
pend digging clams until further 
notice, owing to the large quantity 
now on hand.
Mrs. Lora Olson, Miss Sylvia Wot- 
ton and Miss Edna McCarthy went 
swimming Friday and found the wa­
ter so enjoyable they now make it a 
daily pastime.
Oakley Ames and Raymond St. 
Pierce of Hartford. Conn, are occu­
pying the camp formerly owned by 
the late Mark Crouse.
Road Commissioner S. H. Olson is 
repairing the Pleasant Point road.
Mrs. Laura Hunt has returned 
from New Harbor where she visited 
her son Harold and family.
CASTINE
MBiss Anna C. Witherle. past 
president of the Maine State Federa­
tion of Women's Clubs, spent Wed­
nesday in Bangor where she con­
ducted a club institute before the 
Bangor Woman's Club.
Orett Robinson, teacher of history 
and science a’ the Normal School 
gave a very interesting and instruc­
tive lecture at the hall Wednesday 
night on his trip across the conti­
nent in the summer of 1931.
• • • •
Haydn Anniversary Observed
The Castine Woman's Club met at 
the home of Mrs. W. A. Ricker April 
16. The Collect was read by Miss Nellie 
Harvey, second vice president. Miss 
Anna Witherle announced that a 
special movie would be shown at the 
Folly Theatre April 20 for the benefit 
of the Woman's Club, to pay up the 
remainder of the Foundation Fund 
quota. Mrs. Boyd Bartlett, chairman 
of the committee appointed to co­
operate with the Lions Club and other 
organizations sponsoring a Fourth of 
July celebration in Castine, reported 
that the various committees met at 
Judge A. W. Patterson's and plans 
were formulated. The president an­
nounced the following past presidents 
as hospitality committee for the May 
meeting: Miss Nellie Harvey, Miss 
Anna Witherle, Mrs. William Hooke 
and Mrs. Boyd Bartlett; and Miss 
Amy Witherle and Miss Gertrude 
Lewis as nominating committee.
The program for the afternoon 
was under the direction of Miss Mary 
B. Bills. Mrs. Gilbert. Leach, Mrs. W. 
A. Ricker. It was both delightful and 
instructive and one that a club in a 
much larger community would be 
proud to present. Miss Bills stated 
that as this year was not only the 
bi-centennial of the birth of George 
Washington but also of the birth ot 
Franz Josef Haydn it seemed fitting 
at this musical afternoon to present 
some of the latter’s works. The first 
part of the program was devoted en­
tirely to his compositions: “The Spa­
cious Firmament On High." sung by 
a mixed quartet consisting of Mrs. 
Edna Harquail, Miss Phyllis Knowles, 
Ermo Scott and: Nelson Powers; "Re­
view of Haydn's Life,” Mrs. Gilbert 
Leach; two selections on the victrola, 
“Theme and Variations For String 
Quartet' and “In Verdure Clad;" 
piano solo, “Sonata No. 2,” Haydn, 
played by Nelson Powers; bass solo, 
“The Heavens Now In Full Glory,” 
sung by Ermo Scott. Part two of the 
program included piano solo, “Sum­
mer Night," Vinet, played by Mrs. 
Henry Gardner; bass solos, "I Must 
Go Down By the Sea Again," Dens- 
more, and “Dream House," Debueris, 
sung by Ermo Scott; violin solos, 
“Adagio" by Grazioli, and “Andan- 
tino,” de Bosse, played by Miss Edith 
Farnsworth.
Beginning April 27 the Thomas-
FRIENDSHIP
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HORIZONTAL 
1-Escaped 43-Celerity
6-One of the heart- 45-Encore (Latin)
leaves of a tobacco 46-Musical note
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) I VERTICAL (Cont.)
21- Extravagant
22- To the sheltered 
side
plant
11- An emperor of
Rome
12- Very black
13- A military title
(abbr.)
15- An eagle
16- Half a score
17- Point of compass
(abbr.)
18- Girl's name 
2O-Leaf of a flower
22- Recline
23- Gentleman (abbr.)
25- Unit of work
26- Places
27- lngredient in bread
29- Piece of bed linen
30- Tube for air
31- Portion
34-Pertaining to
punishment 
38-Deep holes 
3!>-Polsonous snake
41- Scare
42- Raw metal
47- Grassy meadow
48- Moved rapidly
50- College degree
(abbr.l
51- A coffin
52- To fetter
54- Splinter
55- An ambassador
VERTICAL
1- Praise
2- lndefinlte article
3- River in Scotland
4- Wanders from the
truth
5- One who receives a
gift
6- To tag again
7- Brcther of Cain
8- Measure of weight
9- Ahead 
10-Most recent
24-Title of former 
Russian rulers 
<pl.)
26-To turn from a 
course
28- Bind >
29- To partake of >,
supper k.
31- Games ’
32- Employ
33- Greek goddess of
mischief
35- Grab
36- Dry
37- One holding 
piaperty by lease
39- Asunder
40- Danger
43- Observed
44- Venture 
47-52 (Roman)
NORTH WARREN
14-Large wooded plant «-A square block of 
17-Location wood
19-Curious scraps of 51-Barrel (abbr.) 
j literature ;53-A continent (abbr.)
t (Solution to Previous Puzxle)
A daughter was born to Mr. and 
Mrs. Ellis C. Young of Thomaston, 
April 20. Mrs. Young was formerly 
Miss Hazel Mitchell of Friendship.
Orrin Condon has returned home 
from Portland where he visited his 
daughter Miss Marguerite Condon.
Mrs. Eva Flanders of Portland has 
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Clifton 
Thompson.
Alvin Stone of Rockland recently 
visited friends in town.
F. D. Armstrong of Waban, Mass., 
pent the weekend here.
Mrs. Aletha Brown of Bath, Mrs. 
Ava Murphy, Carleton Murphy and 
Kenneth Murphy of Vineyard Haven, 
Mass., were recent visitors of Mr. and 
Mrs. George Pottle.
Mrs. Luther Murphy is confined to 
her home by illness.
At a special town meeting held in 
Bossa’s hall, L. P. Winchenbach was 
elected moderator and it was voted to 
iccept the road running by Ray Win- 
chenpaw's house, to raise an addition­
al $180 for street lights (which will 
run them 12 months as they are at 
present) and to authorize the select­
men to open the poor farm if neces­
sary.
The Aspinet, Capt. Almon M. Wal­
lace, made a trip to Portland last 
Friday with lobsters from Trefethern's 
pound.
Miss Florence Gould, John Carle­
ton and Freeman and Roger Gould of 
Dorchester, Mass, visited relatives in 
this place last week.
J. W. Simmons and son Richard are 
employed at Lawry where they are 
assisting in the remodeling of Capt. 
Almon M. Wallace's house.
Carleton Simmons has employment 
with Hartwell Davis.
Mrs. W. H. Hahn entertained the 
junior high school and teachers Friday 
evening. Games were played and re­
freshments served. Those present: 
Principal Donald R. Knapp, Charles 
Grant, Miss Margaret Johnson, Miss 
Eda Lawry, Misses Arlene Winchen- 
baugii, Ava Wallace, Eleanor Pottle, 
Aletha Carter, Bernard Brow, Myron 
Wotton, Arthur Burns, Oscar Sim­
mons and Stanley Simmons.
There will be a dance in White Oak 
Grange hall Saturday night.
Mrs. Harvey Post is in Rockland 
with her daughter Mrs. Barrett Cot­
ton for a few weeks where she is re­
ceiving medical treatment.
The main topics for conversation 
now are grass fires and burning 
blueberries.
Mrs. Aubyne Hawes and Donald 
Mank of Union spent Thursday eve­
ning with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
C. W. Mank.
Electric lights are beginning to 
flare again in this section. “Patience 
and persevference worketh wonders," 
and who knows? they may come 
yet.
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France has placed an embargo on
ton National Bank will open at 8 1 American apples. In return, Congress 
a. m. and close at 2 p. m. Standard might place an embargo on French 
time to conform with Daylight time. I war-debt applesauce.—Harrisburg 
—adv, . I Patriot,
Beginning April 27 the Thomas­
ton* National Bank will open at 8 
a. m. and close at 2 p. m. Standaru 
time to conform with Daylight time, 
—adv.
Catching Cold?
VICKS
NOSE DR(
NEW AID IN PREVENTING COLDS
MINTURN
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Staples have 
returned home after spending the past 
two weeks with Mrs. Leverette Stan 
ley at Manset.
Leon Eaton of Deer Isle has been 
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Edward 
Thompson for a few weeks.
Mrs. Hiram Stanley who has been 
with her sister at Stonington, has re 
turned home.
The Ladies' Aid met with Mrs. Ad­
dison Parker last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Dunham 
and son Wilfred, Rev. and Mrs. Os­
good and Katherine Osgood recently 
enjoyed supper and the evening with 
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Stanley.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Turner have 
moved into their new rent at Mrs. 
Massey's.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Page recently 
entertained at cards.
Edith Staples is working for Mrs. 
Eddie Scott.
Slade Grotton of Chicago was re­
cently guest of H. A. Johnson.
Mrs. Bessie Dunham and Mrs. 
Hazel Staples of Atlantic visited the 
schools last week.
Mrs.. T.awrence Vennie of Stoning­
ton has been spending a few days in 
this place.
Friends of Mrs. Blanche Dunham 
of Stonington were grieved at news 
of her sudden death. Mrs. Dunham 
was born in Minturn and lived here 
until shortly after her marriage, when 
she moved to Stonington. She leaves 
a brother Calvin Stanley, and sister, 
Mrs. Hiram Stanley, both of Min­
turn, and three sons. Almon, Eugene 
and Colvin, besides a large circle of 
friends,
"■with an that counts']
SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
689 MAIN STREET TEL. 1250
ROCKLAND
5«-tf
K. - Sherwin-Williams 
PAINT HEADQUARTERS
-
ENJOY THE FUN OF DOING 
YOUR FURNITURE WITH THIS ENAMEL
Magical! You can’t help but say it alter you have dipped your brush 
into a color ol sparkling ENAMELOID.
It’s the Rapid Drying Decorative Enamel ol a thousand household uses. 
Don’t pass up the fun ol doing your breakfast nook pieces with 
Enameloid. m nr
Rapid Drying Enameloid (all colors) per pint.......................... V *®d
FREE “Joy ol Color” derarallve booklet m 
offered In Sherwln-Williams program “Keep­
ing I'p With Daughter” over NBC red network 
stations every Wednesday morning.
QUICK DRYING VARNISH STAINI
Just take those worn lurniture pieces and see how quickly you can bring them to 
life again with FLO-LAC—quick drying varnish and stain combined. •TA
Per pint............................................................................................................................... «p *|U
USE SHF.RWn WII.I.IAMS 01 AI.IT1 BBVSBKS 
FOR BEST PAnrmie nEM l.TS
Our Combination Screen and Storm Doors 
Cost $6.50 for Small Regular Sizes
Other Sizes in Proportion
A Screen Door in Summer and a Storm Door 
in Winter
W. H. GLOVER CO.
453 MAIN STREET
TEL. 14
ROCKLAND
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In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements In this column not to 
exceed three lin^s Inserted once for 25 
cents, three times for 5ft cents. Addi­
tional lines five cents each for one time. 
10 cents for three times. Six words 
make a line.
FOR SALE
WARREN
u ♦ ♦ *• •* a
•e ♦
: LOST AND FOUND ♦
• e* -a- e
BASS DRUM lost betv/ecn South Wal­
doboro and Rockland via Friendship 
Landscape on drumhead. Reward. RAY 
NEWTON. 18 North Main St. 50*52
DIAMOND RING lost. Finder return 
to MRS. ALBERT D. LIBBEY, 15 Union 
lane. 50*52
BLACK and WHITE English Pointer 
strayed from kennels last week. Finder 
phone 1142 or sec ERNEST C DAVIS at 
Fuller-Cobb-Davls store. 50-52
WANTED
GIRL wanted for general housework at 
63 PARK ST. Tel. 916-R. 19-tf
8ECOND HAND Johnson single cyl­
inder outboard motor in firs* class con­
dition wanted. Address BOX 142, Cam­
den Me.___________ 48-50
CANOE wanted I want a medium 
sized one. not too expensive. Write C. 
A. NOE. care The Courier-Gazette. 50-52
SHOE REPAIRING at new low prices: 
Men's half soles. $1; men's rubber heels, 
40c; ladies’ half soles. 85c; ladles' rubber 
heels. 40c; ladles’ leather lifts. 30c. 
ROCKLAND SHOE REPAIR, 491 Main 
St. D. H. Fuller, proprietor. E. G. Wil* 
llamson, manager. Mail orders solicited. 
______ 2__________________________47-52
BOYS AND GIRLS to sell flavoring ex­
tracts after school wanted; send for free 
sample WAKEFIELD EXTRACT CO.. 
Sanbornville. N. H. 47*56
♦ SITUATIONS :
GOOD OPENING for a good barber 
who would like to go In business for 
himself. Write or call H. C. BUBER. 
Warren, Me. Tel. 6-31. 48*50
‘ Summer Cottages !
If you have a cottage to let or 
desire summer boarders advertise the 
fact In this paper where thousands 
will read of it
SEASHORE COTTAGE. Rockland. Me.. 
to rent for season, six rooms, bath, fully 
furnished, electric lights., hot and cold 
water. S. W. L.. 138 South Main St.
40-tf
ESSEX—1929 Coach—This car is In 
wonderful condition, both mechanical 
and In appearance. Down payment 
$100 only. SEA VIEW GARAGE, 689 
Main St. Phone 1250, Rockland.
46*56 P&R
THREE FURNISHED rooms with bath. 
Price reasonable. 32 SCHOOL SI'. xei. 
1013-M. 50-52
FEATHER BED MATTRESS for sale. 
Is In excellent condition. MRS. C. H. 
MOREY^8 Pacific SJL Tel^433-J.___48*50
BOY’S BICYCLE. 16 in. frame, good 
condition, for sale. Cheap for cash. 
DOUGLASS GRAY. Warren. Tel. 9-2.
49*51
SINGLE TRUCK WAGON body with 
stakes for sale; grocery wagon, single 
horse sled. C. J. MATHEWS, West 
Rockport, Me. 49*51
OUR BID FOR BUSINESS. Yellow 
Ebenezer onion sets. Early Oradus or 
Laxatonlan Peas, two pounds 25 cents 
lb. postpaid, one pkt. asters and bal­
sams free with each order. MATNE SEED 
COMPANY, 78 Elm St., Portland, Me.
50*lt
EIGHT ACRE wood lot for sale at South 
Hope. Inquire 6 BREWSTER ST.. Rock­
land. 50-52
BLACK LOAM for sale. Guaranteed 
the best for lawns and flowering Diants. 
W. W. BUTLER Phone 603-M City. 
_________________________________ 50-52
FITTED hard wood $10. junks $10. 
hard wood limbs $9. long $8. soft wood 
and slabs $8. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 
263-21. 50-tf
BUTTER KIST pop corn machine for 
sale cheap; also 5 cent in the slot player 
piano. Write ABC. Courier-Gazette.
50-52
THE CHARLES ROKES farm Is to be 
sold. Fine condition. Also tools—sepa­
rator. sulkv plow, harness, wagons, etc. 
ARTHUR ROKES. Phone 880, Rockland.
50-52
FOUR STEEL display tables- Suitable 
for displaying package or other mer­
chandise. May be seen at 585 Main St. 
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc. 48-50
YOUNG NEW MILCH cow for sale. 
Inquire FRANK M. RIDER. Rockport.
48*50
Mrs. Delia Hayes returned to Som­
erville Saturday.
Warren stores and the mill began 
Monday to operate on daylight sav­
ing time. Schools will remain on 
standard time.
The new mail schedule became ef­
fective April 25 (all standard time): 
Mails leave for west, 7 a. m.; east, 
8.40 a. m.; east and west, 12.30 p. m. 
Mails arrive from east, 8 a. m.; west, 
9.30 a. m.; east and west, 2.35 p. m.
There will be a rehearsal Friday 
at 7 p. m. of the officers of Ivy Chap­
ter, O.E.S., to prepare for Charter 
Members’ Night May 6.
Herbert L. Kenniston has been em­
ployed cutting a door through to the 
back porch at the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. William Partridge.
Mrs. Dora Clements was called to 
North Waldoboro last week following 
the scalding accident to her daugh­
ter Mrs. Duncan Starrett.
A. T. Norwood proudly exhibited 
to the correspondent six trout caught 
Thursday, their lengths being from 
10 to 14 inches.
Gloria Haskell has been ill with 
grippe.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Leach and 
daughter Virginia of Rockland were 
guests Sunday of Mrs. Laura Star­
rett.
Miss Violet Yattaw who was called 
Wednesday to Rockland by the ill­
ness of her sister Mrs. Earl Dodge, 
returned Sunday.
Friends will be interested to know 
that Miss Ruth Lennox is training 
at Augusta Genera! Hospital.
Dr. and Mrs. A. H. St. Clair Chase 
of Newton Centre spent the weekend 
at their summer home here. The 
underpining job on the ell of “Hills 
View" is completed and they wished 
to inspect it.
Mr. and Mrs. Emest Fuller and j 
sun Samuel of Belfast were weeke-nu
Licenses will be issued by acting J 
t ierk Miss Tena McCallum at her 
home on Mechanic street until tne 
return of G. D. Gould.
ROCKPORT
All clocks were set ahead one hour 
on Sunday and Rockport is now on 
daylight time.
Little-Starrett i Schools In town re-opened Monday
At an attractive home wedding i after a vacation of one week. 
Thursday evening Mrs. May Starrett < At the regular meeting of Fred A.
. . KT TIKI, I Norwood Wit.C. Friday evening Mrs.became the wife of Nathaniel Little I Alma M Qf Me]rose Mass
of Portland, in the presence of 40 ; wjj0 jg visiting at the home of the
neighbors and friends. The bride , president, Mrs. Emma Torrey was
was daintily gowned in pink flat J initiated into membership. It was 
. . , , , _i„i, >n enjoyable session with large at-crcpe and carried a bouquet of pink .enda^Cg
and white carnations. Her sister THa members of the senior class 
Mrs. Chester Wallace as matron of who arrived home Friday night from
honor wore rose georgette and had a 
corsage bouquet of pink and while 
carnations. Christine Starrett, 
daughter of Mrs. Little, looked very 
pretty in blue and acted as brides­
maid. She carried pink and white 
carnations. Chester Wallace was 
groomsman. Ice cream, cake and 
punch were served after the cere­
mony. The many gifts of pewter, 
china, linen and silver bespoke tne 
popularity of the young couple and 
they have the best wishes of many 
friends. Mrs Little is the second 
daughter of Mrs. Flora Jones of 
Warren. Mr. Little is the son of Mrs. 
George Knight of Portland, a private 
in tne U. S. Army and stationed at 
Fort McKinley at Portland, being at 
present on a furlough of several 
weeks. They plan to live on the 
Starrett farm.
Beginning April 27 the Thomas­
ton National Bank will open at 8 
a. m. and close at 2 p. m. Standard 
time to conform with Daylight time. 
—adv.
SOUTH WARREN
FOUR new. small row boats for sale.
FRANK FOSTER, South Thomaston.
Tel. 647-4. 48’o3
SEVEN ROOM hoise for sale, corner S guests of Mrs. Amv Fuller.
Pleasant St. and Camden road. Garage j Mrs. S. F. Haskell and daughter 
for two cars: garden spot. F. C. ROB- I Marguerite were in Portland Satur-INSON. Rockport. day on business.DODGE—1929 Sedan—This is a Senior i no
and Is mechanically right. Looks and ^r- an^ Mrs. Newell Eugley had as 
runs perfect, a dandy buy; $75 down; Sunday guests their cousin Herman 
payment takes it. SEA VIEW GARAGE. Kelleran of Cushinr
689 Main St. Phone 1250. Rockland A son was bom Saturday to Mr.
CONFECTIONERY STORE and pool ' MrS' ^rnolTd South
room, at Rankin block. Rockland, for , Union, at Mrs. Luther Clark s home 
sale. Easy terms. Must be sold before at Thomaston. Mother and child 
May 1. Apply AT PREMISES. 601 Main
46*56 P&R
St. 43-tf
HUPMOBILE—1927 Sedan—Never able 
to buy a car as good as this for only 
$75 down. SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689 
Main St Phone 1250. Rockland 
_ __________________________ 4 6 * 5 6_ P & R
GRAY MARINE MOTORS New Light 
Four 12-24 horsepower. $298. Other sizes 
5 to 150 horse power. Complete line of 
_ i new motors at new low prices. Write us 
for information. A. L. ANDERSON. Box
UNFURNISHED five room apartment 9. Camden. Me. 45-65
to let, with toilet, ample closet room «Tuni?RAirTOand stove. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel W^eclaUd.
SEA VIEW GARAGE,
TO LET
EIGftT ROOM apartment to let. all, Phone 1250. Rockland, 
furnished; chance to let rooms. 9 
UNION ST. 50*52
Coach—Must oe 
Only $64 down. 
689 Main St. 
46*56PAcR
Late Afternoon
The delightful thought of a cup of tea 
and it should be SALADA for
real contentment.
dropped in to spend the, evening 
with him. Mrs. Albert Beverage pre­
sented him with an angel cake, hand­
somely decorated with pink roses and 
the words “Happy Birthday,” done in 
pink letters. He also received sev­
eral nice gifts. Ice cream and cake 
were served, and many best wishes 
extended to him.
Will Gregory became marooned on 
a lonely island Wednesday while J 
working on the island off the Lucy 
Carver shore. His boat, not being 
fastened, in the rising tide worked 
clear off the shore and drifted across 
the cove onto the shore at Indian 
Point. He was rescued later by Mr. 
Morrison.
P. L. Brown shot a wild goose 
Thursday of last week.
Mrs. Aimee Ladd is at her home at 
Pulpit Harbor.
TEA
“Fresh from the Gardens”
the Washington trip are very en­
thusiastic in their praise of the ex­
cursion. The weather was ideal and 
every moment was thoroughly en­
joyed. Several stopped over enroute 
for a’ visit with friends, Carolyn 
Graffam and Edythe Riley in New 
York , Thalice Spear and Louise 
Sherer in Boston.
Chester Pascal returned Thursday 
from a delightful trip to Bermuda. 
On the homeward journey he spent 
a week in New York and also visited 
in Boston.
Mrs. Veda Brown attended the 
meeting of the Neighborhood Club 
Thursday evening at the home of 
Mrs. Kenneth White, in Rockland.
Mrs. Emma Torrey remains seri­
ously ill from bronchial pneumonia 
at her home on Union street. Dr. 
Blake Annis of Rockland is attend­
ing her.
Miss Ruth Priest has returned to 
Oak Grove Seminary after spending 
the weekend with her parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. Fred Priest.
i Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Rhodes who 
I have been guests of his parents, Mr. 
i and Mrs. Charles E. Rhodes, re­
turned Sunday to Clinton.
Mrs. Oren Jackson and grandson 
been Clarence Butler were guests Friday 
It
Mrs. Alice Copeland has 
spending a few days in Cushing withI of Mrs. Wilbur Cross, Rockland.
her mother Mrs. Ida Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Copeland, Mr.
and Mrs. L. S. Copeland, Mr. and Mrs. 
C. J. Copeland and Mrs. W. K. Jordan 
attended the funeral of the late Clar­
ence Oliver in Thomaston last Tues­
day.
L. R. Bucklin is enlarging his ga­
rage in readiness for his new car.
was the birthday anniversary of Mrs. 
Ella Achorn, mother of the hostess 
and she was also a guest.
Frank McDonnell and Edward 
Auspland were home from North Ha­
ven for the weekend.
Charles Prince who has been very 
ill for some time was taken Friday 
i to Knox Hospital for treatment.
Mrs. Charles Maxey spent a day last Mrs. Effie Veazie was hostess to 
week with her friend, Mrs. Weston the Saturday Night Club at her home
319
BREMEN
Mrs. Helen Wellman and sister 
Mrs. Bowers are at the old home 
place for the summer.
J. A. Stewart lost a valuable work 
horse last week.
Perlie Genthner is building a new 
house and Elden Collamore a new 
barn at the Cove.
Mrs. Grace Creamer is making her 
home in Waldoboro for the present.
W. H. Hull one of our 70 year 
young farmers has finished sawing 
16 cords of firewood with the aid of 
a buck saw.
Mrs. Susie McLain is staying witii 
Carrie Wallace for a while.
Ernest Wellman and his wife and 
son Robert have been spending a 
week with his mother at the How­
ard place.
The roads here arc in very good 
condition.
Mrs. Laura Turner is here at her 
old home for the summer.
qlttz
Come to Portland Week-Ends
Special Week-End Rates
at
THE EASTLAND
Room for two persons at the price of one person 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday
REGULAR ROOM RATES REDUCED
40%
Room With Bath As Low As $6.60 per week
49*60 |
ROCKLAND DISTRICT
on Russell avenue.
The Ladies Aid of the M. E. Churcli 
will serve a public baked bean supp°r 
Wednesday at the vestry from 5.30 
to 6.30.
Mrs. Erlene Davis was hostess 
Monday evening to the Nitsumsosum 
Club at supper and bridge at her
Petrie in South Portland.
Mrs. G. E. Counce, Mrs. Carlton
Simmons, Mrs. O. B. Libby and Mr. 
and Mrs. O. A. Copeland attended the 
guest night entertainment of the 
Community Club in Warren village 
last Tuesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Copeland and
men Sanford of Quincy, Mass. The | mother were callers Saturday eve- home on Commercial street, 
leadbetters are soon to move to the ninu on Mrs Esther Newbert in The condition of Mrs. Cacilda Cain Fails Hyler place at South Warren, j Thomaston who has been very ill at her home
Mrs. Isa Teague, Miss Olive Mr and Mrs Aionzo Leadbetter 15 somewhat improved.
have sold their farm in Pleasantville I Arthur Ott went to Vinalhaven 
and will move to the Hyler farm. Ex-; Monday to remain for several weeks.
tensive repairs will be made, and the J ------------------
wayside station that was operated on NORTH HAVEN 
their farm .ill also be moved here.
All are glad to welcome this estimable 
family to the neighborhood.
are reported to be doing well.
The camp occupied by Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Hunt and family was re­
cently moved into the pasture owned 
by E. S. Carroll.
Mr. and Mrs. Leadbetter have sold 
their farm at Pleasantville to Har-
Teague and Roger Teague visited 
Mrs. Arnold Teague at Thomaston 
Sunday.
A jolly party was given Mrs. JaneESSEX—1927 Sedan—In good running Iorder. Will give someone a lot of eco- . . .. _ .
FIVE ROOM house and garage to let ' nomical transportation ;$45 down. SEA Stickney ana Mrs. Jesse Mills Sat-
at 182 Broadway, all modern. Tel. 949. VIEW GARAGE. 683 Main St Phone , Urday evening at Mrs. Stickney’S
william R. lufkin.___________50-52 1250. Rockland._____________ 46*56 PacR home, the occasion being the birth-
AT 30 HIGH STREET three furnished i CHEVROLET—1930 Sedan—Paint and day anniversaries Of the two ladies
rooms or single room to let. bath and rubber In excellent condition Splendid * nipriic i,innh was pninvert fhreegarage, all modern. For Information see. motor, hot water heater, other acces- n picnic lunen wa-s enjoyea, unee
HILL DANE. Tel 427. 49-tf sories. Priced to sell, sfa view GA- birthday cakes being an added fea-
FOUR ROOM furnished apartment to 689 Maln st phone ture. Both honor 6uests were the
let. bath, gas stove. $6 week. V. «■ I lana'_______________________ 46 56 ................................_
STUDLEY 69 Park St. Tel. 1080 . 49-tf [ ESSEX-1928 Sport Coupe-Exception- I plesent wer; Mrs. Laura Brackett,
liv irnnri inr a rtnum navmant nf nnlv ' r
Murray Stone of Camden has ar­
rived and is working on the Zimmer- 
Mrs. Esther Newbert of Thomas- man place for the summer.
pleased recipients of gifts. Others
FIVE rooms to let. all modern, cen- ’’sea view garage"''el? MauTst' 1 Miss M. Grace Walker, Mr. and Mrs?
♦rally located, garden and garase. MRS. j phone°125o’l£wi-land EVELYN SNOW. 8 Green St., Thomaston. pnone 1250' Roci-lalld
• -----
46*56 p&r j Joseph Stickney, Jesse Mills, Miss
ton was a recent guest of Mrs. Cora , 
Jones.
Mrs. Frank Page and Mrs. Rose 
Marshall called Friday on Mrs. C. 
G. Burns in Friendship.
The Grange held an interesting
Rodney Haskeil was a business 
visitor in Rockland Wednesday.
Several of the farmers have start­
ed plowing and getting ready to plant 
their gardens.
V. L. Beverage and his crew are
-that the Nation-Wide 
store just around the 
corner has a com-) 
plete assortment oS 
sandwich fillings, 
fancy cookies, cof­
fees, and teas-in fact, 
just the things to 
make her party a 
success.
? 1
Cm
NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
■ WEEK OF APRIL 15 ......
meeting Thursday evening when a transplanting trees on the Zimmer- 
wedding scene in three acts was pre-, man place.
sented. Next Thursday will be Maine Frank Sampson received quite a 
night with a demonstration of the surprise April 19. his birthday anni- 
styles as they will be in 1935. ' versary when a party of eight
47-tf I dahlias. 15. each different and la- Doris Hyler, Mrs. Elizabeth Mills and 
beled. $1.25; 20 mixed, not labeled. $1 Mrs. Lizzie Thomas.
Mr. and Mrs. Berton Moody uf
nwr n/-v-vwt and wicu, ot io. iiu u uv ww. a,
% v Postpaid In first three zones. MRS A I 
heated and lighted. $6 a week. V F perry. Willow Brook Dahlia Gardens.,
Hope. 45*65 Augusta called on Mrs. Laura Star-8TUDLEY. 69 Park St Tel. 1080
EIOHT ROOM house at 42 Pacific St.. ) 
to let. Cemented cellar, lights, fur-, 
nace. toilet. In good condition. A M 
FULLER, 260 Broadway.__________ 45*50
FURNISHED tenement to let In La- 
Rosa. Grove St. ERNEST C. DAVIS. 
_________________________________ 41-tf
UNFURNISHED apartment of six rooms 
to let at 17 Warren St., good repair.; 
garage If desired. Inquire 12 WARREN 
ST. Tel. 577 . 38-tf
Mrs. Boyntonreo truck—1927—will do a lot of I refl and Mr. ar.d 
work for someone. Small down payment I Maxey Sunday
of $50. SEA VIEW GARAGE 689 Main St. Ernest Hilt nf Augusta was truest Phone 1250. Rockland 46*56 PAiR n-mest Mill OI AUgUSta was guest
—mo- o -■----- w------- :—r relatives here Sunday.
exceptionally good condition and can be j Mrs. Abbie Stickney entertained 
had for a down payment of $50. sea j the Jolly Five at dinner Thursday. 
view garage. 689 Main st. Phone; William Bowden of Cutler and
SPLENDID-FANCY 
Stringless Beans J Cans 25’
1250. Rockland. 46*56 P&R__ I James Cates of Rockland were guestsBUICK—1926 Coach—You cant wear ->_
i out this type of car and the down pay- Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Benjarnm 
TWO furnished rooms for light house- meat Is only $45. SEA VIEW GARAGE.; E Watts.
keeping to let; water, gas. lights. E. N 
SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J
38-tt
689 Main St. Phone 1250. Rocklahd. The annual supper of the Dorcas 
46 56_p&r cjrc!e of King's Daughters will be
SPLENDID
VANILLA X Z 25*
SPLENDID-FANCY 
BANTAM Corn 3 c... 25* 
HOFFECKER’S
Tomatoes 3cJZ5*
FIVE ROOM furnished apartment tc‘> 
let. good location, rent ressonable. 
ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel 
77.
FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres, heid nex, Mondav members meetini? modern buildings, pasture land, hay 1 , Q ne, , „ memDers meeting
apple orchards, lumber and fire wood I for work at 2.30. Three new niem- 
MRS. h. p. buchanan. 36 Mountain i ix-rs will be initiated, and supper Rt Oamzlen Tel 9SQ7 40-tf . ' . -
TENEMENT to let at 36 Mechanic St 
Inquire of MRS W S KENNISTON. 17t 
Main St. Tel. 874-W. 40-tf
40-W St . C d . l. 259 .
TO LET—5-room flat, all modem. 25 
Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT 
240 Broadway. 40-tf
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let. Mile cellar 
toilet, electricity, gas and furnace; extra 
large veranda, large yard Adults only 
Inquire 23 T STREET. City. 40-tf
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit 
able for family of two or three, at 15 
Summer 8t. Apply to MRS. FROST 
Tel. 318-W. 40-tf
SEVEN-ROOM hov e for sale. bath, fine 
cellar, barn. 14 acie field, Oliver St., ’i mile from postoftlec. Quick sale 
$2500 V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. 
Tel. 1080._________________ 40-tf
DRY FITTED hard wood, under cover 
$10. Junks $10. W. L OXTON. West 
Rockport. Tel. 8011 Camden. 40-tf
LADIES- Reliable hair goods at Rock 
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall ordert 
solicited H. C. RHODES Tel. 519-J.
40-tf
I MISCELLANEOUS •'
H ♦ T ♦ — — — .
TRUCKING crushed rock, 50 cents ton. 
Moving $1 hour. Hard coal $13.50. .1. B. 
PAULSEN . Tel. Thomaston 84-2 49*5t
ROCK AND CEMENT work, cellar 
walls built and repaired, all kinds ol 
lawn work BENJAMIN KNOWLTON. 54 
Brewster St. Tel. 608-W 49-tf
TRESPASSERS are forbidden on 
farm in Warren. E. E. THAYER.
my
48*50
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times 
Prompt service. CR1E HARDWARE CO 
_______ «________________________ 40-tf
FOR PAINTING, paper hanging and 
celling work call VAN E RUSSELL. 7 
Bunker St. Tel. 1063-W 46-51
LAWN MOWER SHARPENING is a 
specialty of CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 409 
Main St.. Rockland. 40-tf
WE WILL RENT to you an Electric 
Floor Polisher or a Vacuum Cleaner at 
moderate cost for your spring cleaning 
from HOUSE-SHERMAN. INC.. Electri­
cians. Phone 721. 442 Main St. Oppo­
site C. M. P. Co. office____________ 40-tf
HARNESS and leather goods, also re­
pairing. JAMES H. HALL. 231 Main St., 
opp. foot Pleasant St. 40-tf
; EGGS AND CHICKS \
VINALHAVEN & ROCR1.AND 
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5 3i 
A. M.. Stonington 625. North Haven 7.25 
Vlnalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rock­
land about 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.S0 P M 
Vlnalhaven 2.4o. North Haven 3.30, Ston­
ington at 4 40; due to arrive at Swan'f 
Island about 6 00 P. M
B. H STINSON. General Agent.
i,n.»
THE EMPLOYERS’ EIRE INSURANCE 
COMPANY
Boston. Massachusetts 
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931 
Stocks and Bonds .................$4,452,572 83
Cash In Office and Bank 159 897 58
Agents’ Balances ................... 408.177 47
Bills Receivable 
Interest and Rents 
All other Assets .....
831 13 
34,609 87 
8.209 72
Gross Assets ........................ $5,064,298 60
Deduct items not admitted .... 554.314 38
Admitted ..............................$4,509,984 22
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $289,375 30
Unearned Premiums ............. 1.750.365 00
All other Liabilities .............. 446.996 81
Cash Capital ............................ 1.000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities.... 1.023.247 11
Total Liabilities and Surplus $4,509,984 22 
The National Convention of Insurance
Commissioners’ Valuations have been 
used to determine the market value oi 
securities.
44-T-50
QUALITY CHICKS, State tested II I 
Reds and Barred Plymouth Rocks. Order 
early and get the benefit of these extra 
low prices as the quantity Is limited; $13 
per 100; $60 per 500 and $110 per 1000 
All charges prepaid. V. R. WOODMAN
Winterport Me. Tel. 48-LL________ 41*52
—WYLLIE’S STRAIN S C. Reds. 
will deliver your chlx by parcel post or 
truck for $15 per hundred for May. 
State accredited for white dlarrohea. F. 
H. WYLLIE & SON, Thomaston. Me.. 
Route 1. _________________ 50-tf
I EMBALMING $ 
MOTOR AMBULANCI
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully 
served the families of Knox County 
LADY ATTENDANT 
Day Telephone 450—781-1
BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, mE.
GLOBE LAUNDRY
Portland, Maine
Quality Work, Family Waahingt 
Called For and Delivere** 
Parcel Delivery Service
Warren. Tel. 13-42 WaaU—.W*ltCT Dofgan, T«. 106R
S. C. R. I. Red baby chicks. Hatculng
eggs. Accredited stock $16 per 100. E 
C. TEAGUE. Warren. Tel. 13-42 i _ 
ren. 40-tt
served at 6.
Rural and grade teachers of both 
Warren and Union schools will meet 
Saturday at 1 o'clock, daylight time, 
at Warren High School building, to 
hear Mrs. Clough of the MacMillan 
Co., Boston, in a practical demon- 
tration of the Gates reading system, 
and A. W. Tozier, representative of 
J. L. Hammett of Boston who will 
give an address on the new Zaner 
writing method, for which writing 
books have been bought recently. 
This will be interesting as well as 
instructive.
A meeting of the Union Cemetery 
Association will take place the eve­
ning of May 14 at the home of 
Joseph Stickney. All who are intei- 
ested are urged to attend.
Robert Cinqinars of Dexter was 
weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. 
Charley Wilson. Robert Cinqmars. 
Jr., who came with his father was 
tiie guest of George Robinson.
Miss Bertha Starrett returned to 
Malden Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson and 
son Alfred spent Sunday with Mi. 
and Mrs. Andrew Wilson at Waldo­
boro. Edward Wilson returned home 
with them after spending the week­
end witn his grandparents.
Dog owners are again reminded 
that now is the time to obtain a li­
cense before it becomes necessary to 
issue a warrant to the constable.
Rheumatic Thrilled 
When Torturing 
Pains Are Stopped!
Hospitals and Physicians Amazed 
at Speed of This Prescription
A doctor met with 
such success In over- 
coming rheumatism, 
neuritis and lumbago 
nalns his office was al­
ways crowded He was 
induced to make his 
orescrlptlcn available 
‘hru drug stores Now 
hov sands are amased 
*t the powers of Ru- 
*In Ma No opiates or 
narcotics - absolutely 
harmless If first 3 
doses don't stop most Intense pain, drug­
gist will re* ’nd money Stop that needless 
agony, enjoy life again Start on Ru-No-Ma 
today I
C. H. Moor & Co.,322 Main Street, 
Rockland, Maine
Gilchrest
Monumental Worlta 1
Main Street
Thomaeton, Maine 
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connection I
A
SEIDNER’S
MAYONNAISE
Get Tour Bridge Pad FREE With 
Each Bottle
INCLUDE A CARTON 
IN YOUR ORDER
oiatw&ts
ft 
11^
OLD
GOLD
Cigarettes
•NOT A COUGH IN A CARLOAD”
''Greater convenience—you bet
with plenty of OUTLETS!”
CONVENIENCE OUTLETS those handy little 
places to plug in your electrical appliances—no home 
can have too many!
How often you could re-arrange your furniture if 
you but had an outlet here or there. They give flexi­
bility ... convenience... ease... comfort!
The electrical contractor— 
dealers listed below are featur­
ing a special flat price of #3.75 
for each installation during 
April and May. Each of these 
dealers is a reliable and com­
petent party to do this work 
for you. Just telephone him and 
he will attend to it promptly.
April and May
SPECIAL
This Is One!
Just a handy little place 
to plug in 
your 
radio, 
lamp, 
iron, 
toaster, 
curling 
iron, etc.
.75
1 each 
installed
Remember—this offer is good only for a few ireeh. Phone noir.
CLARKE-KALER, Inc.
Tel. 903-W, 443 Main St. Rockland
A. T. THURSTON
499 Main Street, Rockland
HOUSE SHERMAN, Inc
Tel. 721 Rockland 442 Main St.
ROLLINS & STRONG
31 Suffolk Street, Rockland
Tel. 1009-W
FRANCIS E. HAVENER
Tel. 370 Rockland
CENTRAL MAINZ 
POWER CO.
49-52
Nation 
Wide
MILK
CANS
IVORY 9
snow
GRIPSPREADER Ac 
MUCILAGE pc Bo. 7 
GOLD <t<c
DUST Package
CLOTHES 
PINS
NEW ENGLAND’S ilk 
favorite family cracker , Caddy
Creamier! 
More Tender! 
More flavorful!
THE CAKE SENSATION!
WARD’S
DESSERT
SHELLS
A Quick Dessert 
Cor All Occasions
19*
'CLINCH'
C«ACMRS I
COLONIAL MOLASSES 
LEATHER-FACED GLOVES 
BEECH-NUT SPAGHEH1 2
NO. iy2 CAN
PER
PAIR
CANS
YOU KNOW THE OWNER
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THOMASTON
Joseph Bellmore of North Haven 
who recently bought the Orrin Adams 
house on Beechwoods street has much 
improved it by painting and re­
shingling.
James Feyler motored to Millbridge 
Monday to convey Rev. Joseph W. 
Strout to his summer home, where 
he will spend the season gardening 
and in general recreation. Charles 
C. McDonald was a companion on the 
round trip.
Dr. and Mrs. Eben Alden and Miss 
Skinner who spent the winter in 
Fruitland Park, Fla., arrived by train 
Monday forenoon.
Frank H. Jordan and Miss Mar­
garet Jordan will leave Miami for 
home May 1, but will visit enroute.
Miss Edith Wilson who spent a va­
cation of ten days with her sister 
Miss Hortense Wilson, returned Sun­
day to Malden.
The last meeting of Gen. Knox 
Chapter, DAB., which will be the 
annual meeting, will be held with Mrs. 
Levi Seavey, May 2. Election of 
officers will be held.
Mrs. Fred J. Overlook who has been 
in attendance as a delegate at the 
annual meeting of the Daughters ot 
the American Revolution at Wash­
ington, D. C., is expected home tnis 
week.
The brick schoolhouse at Mill 
River has been taken down. The 
deed conveying the let to the town 
was made in 1836. Mill River in 
former times was very prolific in 
children, and this little old school- 
house usually had registered from 50 
to 75 pupils. Ernest M. Gray bought 
the building a few years ago and is 
now razing it.
Fales Circle, G.A.R., are giving a 
public supper Wednesday night in 
Grand Army hall. Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Wolf and Miss 
Edith Wolf left Sunday morning for 
two weeks visit in their old home in 
Pennsylvania.
Miss Minnie Fernald who has been 
visiting her sister Mrs. Eugene Up­
ham in Camden, came home Monday 
for a few days.
Miss Mabelle Brown of Portsmouth 
and two friends were dinner guests
LOOK AROUND YOUR HOME 
...YOUR GUESTS HO
XOW! XTyani ze 
S E L F - SM « O T II I X C
LISTAQIIK FINISH
With Kyanize Self-Smoothing 
Lustaquik Finish you can quickly 
transform dingy furniture or 
drab nails and woodwork. Easy 
to apply; no offensive odor; 
dries dust-free iu one hour; 
hardens in four hours! Make 
this test. Cover a surface with 
Lustaquik and make a number 
<»( marks on it w ith a nail. Then 
waleh the wet paint smooth it­
self into a perfect finish!
a n i x e
SELF-S3IOOTH1XC
PAINTS ■ VAlt.MSH ES - ENAMELS
Listen in on “Captain Whopp?r" 
who tells tall tales at 6.15 over 
WNAC.
JOHN A. KARL
PAINTER 
Telephone 745-W 
305 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
36&38T50
Central Maine Power Co.
Phones 529 and 530
of Capt. John Brown and family 
Sunday. Miss Betty Brown re­
turned with them from a visit witn 
her aunt in Portsmouth.
Mrs. Richard 0. Elliot, who is a 
director, attended a meeting of the 
directors of the Federated Gaiden 
Clubs in Portland Saturday. They 
were entertained at luncheon at the 
home of Mrs. Lawrence C. Andrew, 
president of the Longfellow Garden 
Club. Prof. Fulkerson of Harvard 
University lectured on “Rock Gar­
dens.”
Mr. and Mrs. Newell McLain were 
Sunday evening guests of Capt. Ed­
ward Brackett at New Harbor.
The Jolly Ten Club met Monday 
evening with Mrs. William Holbrook 
in Rockland.
Arthur Mossman has returned 
home after visiting his son Nelson 
Mossman at Old Orchard.
Mrs. Herbert Merry has received 
werd that her daughter Mrs. Eva 
Giiffin who recently passed through 
an attack of grippe followed by 
pneumonia, is now suffering from an 
attack of erysipelas.
The first meeting of the Thomas- 
ten Garden Club for the season will 
be held Thursday afternoon at the 
home of Mrs. Levi Seavey. The an­
nual business of the club will be 
transacted.
The annual spring sale of the Fed­
erated Church is now on in the Con­
gregational vestry. This evening a 
social get-together will be held at 
7.30. There will be a program.
The organ recital at the Baptist 
Church Sunday evening attracted an 
audience that gave close attention to 
the numbers presented by Messrs. 
Gulick, organist, and LeRoy. soloist. 
The recital gave Thomaston music 
lovers a real treat and the work of 
both men is being highly commend­
ed. The more than half a century 
oid organ responded wonderfully to 
tii? touch of a master, giving forth 
its fine rich tones. It was a service 
that will be long remembered.
Miss Sarah Wilson, 10-yeai-old 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earle Wil­
son of Gray is the representative in 
the Gray-Wmdham-New Gloucester 
district, the Evening Express spelling 
bee in Portland April 30. Miss Wil­
son won the right to come to Port­
land to compete for the week’s trip 
to Washington, by defeating two 
eighth grade pupils from Windliam 
and New Gloucester. Thomaston 
people have an interest in Miss 
Sarah's victory as her parents are 
natives of this town and graduates 
of Thomaston High School. Miss 
Sarah is a frequent visitor to her 
aunts Misses Hortense ana Editn 
Wilson, and Mrs. Fred J. Overlook 
of Main street.
All services of the Baptist Church 
and society are to be held on day­
light saving time.
Alfred M. Strout returned to Cam­
bridge Sunday to resume his studies 
at Harvard Law School.
Miss Alice George has returned 
from a visit in Boston.
Dr. Ethel Crie attended the Os­
teopathic Surgical Diagnostic clinic 
in Portland Saturday.
All persons interested in the twi­
light baseball team are invited to 
meet in the American Legion rooms 
Wednesday at 7.30 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Cushman arc 
receiving congratulations upon the 
birth of a daughter April 23.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hall oi 
Salem are guests of Mr. and Mrs. 
Nicholas Anzalone.
The Thomaston High School base­
ball team will play the Warren team 
in Thomaston Wednesday afternoon; 
and will play the Searsmont team 
Thursday, both games depending 
upon right weather conditions.
The Rollins barn, so-called, on the 
Rockland road was destroyed by fire 
Monday afternoon. The fire was 
supposed to have started from a 
match thrown from a passing auto­
mobile. The fire worked under the 
barn and the interior was a mass oi 
flames before the fire was discovered. 
The barn was filled with old hay. It 
was owned by Miss Lucy Farnsworth 
of Rockland.
. Mrs. Chesley Delano has returnee 
home after being employed as a 
nurse in Rockland.
The Methodist Episcopal Ladles' 
Aid were guests ol Mrs. Frank D. 
Hathorn at her home Thursday.
J
TELEPHONE!
... if yon want the Hoover 
Experts to call while here
A special factory-trained crew 
of experts is here to give home 
showings of the three sensa­
tional new Silver Jubilee 
Hoovers. If you want to be one 
of the women lo receive first­
hand information about these 
remarkable twenty-fifth anni­
versary Hoovers, leave your 
nume immediately. Ask them 
about the new low prices—in­
creased efficiency—two-speed 
feature—and our very special 
°fferi good only while the 
Hoover experts are in town.
Hoovers Inspected Free!
Hoover owners—telephone for 
a free inspection and adjust­
ment of your machine by these 
skilled factory men. Replace­
ments will he made at the 
low est possible cost.
CAMDEN BUSINESS MEN’S BALL
fr In addition to personal notes regard- The Diligent Dames are to be en- ^nrPe:;lUc^h8^s^^^ioVhm,a«<!o^''oJ! stained Thursday for an all-day 
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. session by Mrs. Fred L. Linekin ana 
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be Miss Charlotte Buffum at Mrs. Line- 
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ........................ 770 or 794-W kin's cottage, Dynamite Beach.
Miss Lena Gagnon of Medford, 
Mass., arrived yesterday to be the 
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Ox­
ton, Suffolk street, for the week.
I
Tlie annual ball given under the ; 
auspices of the Camden Business! 
Men's Association will be held in the 1 
Camden Opera House Thursday 
night, with music by the Mt. Pleas- ! 
ant Serenaders of Skowhegan. Inci- I 
dental features of a highly interest­
ing program will include a toe dance, ’ 
an acrobatic dance and a tap dance j 
by Miss Dorothy Larson, an xylo­
phone solo by Mr. Bonnin and a' 
saxophone solo by Mr. Dunbar. Old
Tea was served. Miss Cora Fogerty 
assisting in serving. There were 12 
members present.
Mrs. Susie Davis and Mrs. Avesia 
Bucklin, who went to Poitland Sat­
urday to visit Mrs. Bucklin's son, re­
turned home Monday.
Sanford Hyler went to Boothbay 
Harbor Sunday to resume work at his 
trade cf sailmaker.
Harold Armstrong spent Sunday 
I at home, coming from Wiscasset 
where he is working at rigging witii
i Samuel Miller.
Mrs. Emily Smith. Miss Rita Smith 
I and Mis. Ellen Jones motored to 
' Union Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Tessin of 
1 Groton. Conn., are guests of Mr. and 
I Mrs. Ray Spear.
The Beta Alpha Club met in the 
vestry Monday for a social evening, 
with 12 members present.
Mrs. Olive Brasier who has been 
in the home of her son Rodney 
Brasier since an accident several 
wteks ago has returned to her own 
home, Brooklyn Heights.
CAMDEN Mr. and Mrs. Harold Horrocks mo­
tored to Rockland, Mass., for the 
Schools in town began Monday weekend. Mrs. Horrocks will remain 
after a vacation of one week. i for several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Gookin of Cam- --------
bridge, Mass., have arrived for the Mrs. A. H. Pillsbury was hostess to 
summer and opened their cottage at1 the Thimble Club last evening at ner 
Lake Megunticook. , home on Broadway.
Camden High School played its --------
first game of the season with Belfast Mr. and Mrs. David G. Hodgkins 
Saturday forenoon losing by the score motored to Bridgton Sunday accom- 
of 14-4. The second game which was panted by their daughter, Fay, re­
played in Belfast resulted in a 3-3 tie. turning to Bridgton Academy after
Mr. and Mrs. J. Hale Hodgman who bt mg called home by the death of 
have been enjoying a trip to Boston, her aunt, Mrs. A. P. Haines. 
Philadelphia and Washington, D. C.
have returned to their home on Har­
bor Hill.
Henry Marsh. Clifford Ladd. Tony 
Gatti and Richard Stoddard were
George D. Thorndike of Stonington home from University of Maine for 
is a guest of his sister Miss Maude the weekend.
M. Thorndike. --------
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Heal who 
have been visiting his parents have 
returned to Winsted. Conn., where 
Mr. Heal has a position with the
Western Union. --------
Miss Louise Codman who has been Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Scarlott were in 
spending the winter with her brother Boston for the weekend.
Dr. Charles Codman in Philadelphia.
has returned to Camden and opened 
her home for the summer.
Mrs. William Sharpe has returned 
tu New York after a short visit with 
her mother. Mrs. E. D. Spear. Maple
street.
Piano Lessons, 85 cents private; <40 
cents 1 hour class*. Call 786-M 
Mabel Lamb. Rockland. First Lesson 
free.—adv.
Beginning April 27 the Thomas­
ton National Bank will open at 8 
a. m. and close at 2 p. m. Standard 
time to conform with Daylight time. 
—adv.
THE SUNSHINE CITY 
Beautiful St. Petersburg on the bay. 
Where tourists gather day by day 
They come from the North, the East.
and West.
To the Sunshine City—a haven of rest.
The soft breezes blow on Tampa bay.
And the mocking birds sing their sweet­
est lay.
In this city of charm and beauty rare. 
With sunny skies and balmy air.
But the springtime is here, 
leaving today
This Sunshine City on the bay:
And turning my face to the North again— 
To the dear old home and the hills of 
Maine.
Where mountains like sentinels stand in 
the rear.
And the hills and valleys, all so dear; 
And sweetest memories come to me.
Of the dear old home across the sea.
So I must go back to the hills of Maine. 
And live in my dear old home again.
P it when the days grow cold and gray, 
I'll return to St. Petersburg on Tampa
bay.
—(Mrs.) m. C. Hamilton in St. Peters­
burg Independent.
HOOVER 
Silver Jubilee 
SPECIAL OFFER
ONLY
•’foO
DOWN
Bulunee in greatly 
reduced monthly 
pajmrntt, for a 
Silver Jubilee 
Hoover ami 
Dual ing Tools 
or Dustette
ass—. Mrs. Linwood Rogers who was 
called here by the death of Mrs. 
fashioned and modern dances will j contests of the Maine Federation cf | Arthur P. Haines, returned to Fort 
make up an order calculated to1 Music Clubs, junior division. I Fairfield Sunday, accompanied by
please everybody.
The officers of the Camden Busi- Mr and Mrs q Waldo Lowe re- 
ness Men's Association are: , turned Friday from a few days’ visit
Harold S. Corthell, president; : in BostOn.
Elmer E. Joyce, first vice president;................. ..........
J.°?u P\L<T,h’ secontj Vice PTidenl: Chapin Class meets Tuesday eve- 
Arthur Melvin secretary- and treas- £ Qf gtod_
nror Tho c/ipiq! rnmmitfpp nnmiirKh; ® _ _ . . .urer. The social co ittee co prises 
Elmer E. Jovce. chairman, Alvah L. dard. Grove street. Mrs. Stoddard . . „ . will be assisted in entertaining by
Anderson Earie B. Belyea. J. Crosby Mrs Blanche Calderwood. There
Hobbs and Horatio W. Stevens.
Alfred M. Strout has returned to Dr and Mrs o R Lawry motored 
Harvard Law School, Cambridge, Brjdgton Sunday to take their 
Ernest Redman of Lynn, Mass., is! after a ten days’ vacation ai his daUghter Mary back to Bridgton 
the guest of relatives here. home in Thomaston. I Academy’ after the weekend at home.
Rev. and Mrs. Chauncey Stuart ana on return they made a short
son Robert of Hollis Center are visit- Mrs. John H. McLoon was hostess stop at Bowdj,n College to visit their 
ing Mr. and Mrs. Harry Clark, Park to the Monday Contract Club. ' son Qram
street. ------- ! ’ ' ____
Mrs. W. L. Tyler is the guest oi j Mrs. A. J. Huston, Mrs. Willard F. i Mrs c A. Palmer and children,
her sister Dr. Sarah L. Weathcibee Keith and Mrs. Edward L. Dame are jean Joyce and Kent were in Port- 
in Boston. giving a coffee bridge Friday, Mav 13 -,and'Salurday to attend the har.
Comique I'hea t re attractions for at Mi -- Huston s residence on Neal monlca contest in which Jean took 
Tuesday: "Dance Team," also short ‘ ' ""
subjects and Movietone News; Wed­
nesday. "The Final Edition." Also 
short subjects Effid Paramount New;
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Gross of Elm 
street, are receiving congratulations 
on the birth of a son, at Camden 
Community Hospital.
The camp at Hosmer’s Pond which 
is being built for Mrs. Bertha French 
was entered some time Wednesday
and im night_or Thursday morning and tools the ^bcard meeting,ofjhe National | No^aj’^', school Otchmra*‘^1™^ mu£ | T H C ’ T e S t 8 II
Laughing...
belonging to Orville Gross, the plumb­
er, were taken. Footprints in the mud 
showed where the entrance was made.
Eimer Wadsworth, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. John Wadsworth, is in Knox 
Hospital with a broken ankle. The 
injury was received while practicing 
baseball with the high school team.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Herrick have 
returned from Florida where they 
-pent the winter.
The 113th anniversary of Odd Fel- 
owship will be celebrated in I.O.O.F. 
Hall tonight. Tuesday, at 8 o’clock. 
A program will be presented consist­
ing of music by the Morse sisters; 
i quartet, composed of Mrs. Grinnell, 
Mrs. Prince and Messrs. Brewster and 
Merriam; short speeches by Rev. Al­
bert E. Luce and Leon Crockett. The 
anniversary address will be delivered 
by Melvin S. Hutchins, deputy grand 
master of the lodge. Refreshments 
will be served. Odd Fellows and 
Rebekahs and their lamilies are in­
vited.
Piano Lessons. 85 cents private; (40 
cents 1 hour class). Call 786-M 
Mabel Lamb. Rockland. First Lesson 
free.—adv.
UNION
Charles McMahon of Rockland 
called on friends here Thursday.
The many friends of Palmer Ryan 
will be sorry to learn that he is very
I ill with stomach trouble.
Union people were pleased to have 
Rev. and Mrs. Moyle return. The ap- 
j pointments as previously published 
i gave to Union the pastor's nam? 
which should have been credited to
Unity.
The family of Ralph Young are il) 
with a distemper which seems to 
baffle the doctors. At first it was 
thought it might be diphtheria, but 
the State doctor says it is not.
The chemical was called to Alex 
j Fuller's this week to put out a pasture 
' fire which was running too close to
the buildings for comfort.
The lovely weather of the last few, 
days has done wonders in drying up
| the roads. Frogs are croaking, ana 
that pest the mosquito has come in
| swarms.
Rural and grade teachers of the 
Union and Warren schools will meet 
Saturday at 1 o’clock, daylight time.
I at the Warren High School to hea:
Mrs. Clough of the MacMillan Co.
| Boston, in a practical talk and dem- 
l onstration of the Gates reading sys­
tem, and A. W. Tozier, representa- 
, tive of J. L. Hammett of Boston whe 
I will speak on the new Zaner writing 
method.
! Free concert—the Rockland High 
j School Orchestra will furnish music 
I on the balcony of the Fuller-Cobb- 
1 Davis store from 7.30 to 9 o'clock
Wednesday evening.—adv.
-A
Charles A. Robinson and daughter. 
Miss Alberta Robinson, of Portland 
frequent Rockland visitors in the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Buffum. 
left Thursday on a motor trip to 
Washington. D. C., stopping to visit 
in Woonsocket, R. I., and Scarsdale. 
N Y. They will be away about 10 
days. *
The weekly card party at the BPW 
Club rcoms Thursday evening will be 
in charge of Mrs. Lucius York and 
Mrs. Austin Brewer.
Mrs. Arnold Rogers and Mrs. Wil­
liam Glendenning Jr. motored Satur­
day to Portland where they attended 
i the harmonica and rhythm band
i will be seeing for Knox Hospital.
St. Luke's Guild.
Miss Mabel Stover has returned 
from a week's visit with her sister, 
Mrs. Fordyce F. Edgerly in Bangor.
Miss Julia E. Noyes, past president 
of the Maine Federation of Music 
Clubs, and an officer in the National 
Federation, leaves this week to attend
Federation of Music Clubs in Wash­
ington, D. C.
Samuel Sezak. athletic coach at 
Machias High Schoo!, spent the 
weekend with friends in Camden and 
Rockland.
Mrs. C. Crockett, Mrs. Streeter 
Wtbster. Mrs. John Thompson and 
Miss Helen Burns carried off honors 
at the card party given Thursday 
evening by the BPW Club. Mrs. Julia 
3hattuck and Miss Loana Spearin 
acted as hostesses.
Misses Estelle Hall and Virginia J ”r; and, ¥,rs' DonaId. Cummings 
Snow were home from Farmington and ‘w° children WTte .n Portland 
■ oaturday where Master W.lliam tooxNormal School for the weekend.
Mrs. Ruth McNally has returned
from Vinalhaven where she was! ?Yark S; Crockett and son Norman 
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lancaster Pa.. Mr. and Mrs. George 
Ralph Bickford j Cl0ckett of Hampton, L. I., and Mrs. j
___ George Anderson of Newark, N. J.
Miss Violet Yattaw has returned I are 8uests of Mr. and Mrs. Elmei 11. 
to her home in Warren after visiting crockett, Rockland street, having ac-
her sister Mrs. Earl Dodge, a 
days.
Mrs. Emma Frohock who has been The T H E. Club met last evening 
ill for several weeks is showing au i Mrs. Edward Gonia. 
encouraging gain. I . -- -----
Mrs. Harrison F. Hicks who has
few
were
business.
C. Alton Palmer and Rhama Phil- ' been in New York and New Jersey 
brick  in Poitland Friday on ^or winter months is expected 
home early in May. Her home on 
Talbot avenue is being pul in readi­
ness for her return.Mr. and Mrs. George E. Dunton 
motored to Northeast Harbor Sun­
day and on their return were accom­
panied by their daughter, Margaret, 
who had been visiting Mr. and Mrs. 
Frank Perkins during the school va­
cation.
The meeting of Bercan Bible Class 
Friday afternoon at the home of Mrs. 
Elizabeth Williamson, Park street, 
ended in a delightful birthday sur­
prise for Mrs. Florence Keach and 
Mrs. Zona Mattatall. Not a hint of 
the ob ervance was given until the 
members were invited to the dining 
room and Mrs. Keach and Mrs. Mat- 
tatal! were led to places of honor at 
‘he table. A color scheme of yellow 
ind white was carried out prettily, 
l bouqunt of snapdragons forming 
‘he centcrriece. A birthday cake was 
lugmentel bv sandwiches, cakes and 
•e/'oa. Mrs. Keach and Mrs. Matta­
tall were presented with attractive 
Pictures.
Louise Bickford, coloratura so­
prano, who made her European debu' 
in a tournee through Switzerland last 
fall, has been engaged to appear in 
Rome in the opera “Rigoletto," with ■
Schoo! children! Com. Donald B Gigli, the famous tenor, according to 
MacMillan will give an illustrated ] a cablegram received Friday by Miss
lecture at the Congregational Church, 
Thursday afternoon at four o'clock. 
Admission 25 cents.—adv.
Bickford's father, Dr. R. W. Bickford.
Free concert—the Rockland High 
School Orchestra will furnish music 
in the balcony of the Fuller-Cobb- 
□pvis store from 7.30 to 9 o'clock 
Wednesday evening.—adv.
Skating every night this week at 
the Skating rink and Wednesday 
and Saturday afternoons. Thursday 
evening is the indoor carnival and 
Saturday afternoon special skating 1 
for the children 10 cents.—adv.
50-51
Mrs. Mabel Beaton will be in 
charge of the bridge party at Grand 
Army hall this evening, under the 
auspices of the Auxiliary of Sons of 
Union Veterans.
Mrs. J. N. Southard was hostess to 
the Breakfast Bridge Ciub yester­
day, with luncheon at the Thorndike 
Hotel and cards at Mrs. Southard's 
summer home, Shoreland, Ingraham 
Hill.
her mother, Mrs. A. C. McLoon, who 
will visit her for a few days.
Miss Margaret Nutt entertained at 
bridge Thursday evening at the home 
of Mrs. Charles Schofield. There 
were two tables.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Gay mo 
tored to Brunswick Sunday accom­
panied by their sons Alvary and 
Stanley.
Rev. Benjamin P. Browne of 
Holyoke, Mass., and brother, Paul 
Browne of Boston, were guests at the 
home of Mrs. Frances Ryder, Ma 
sonic street, during their visit here 
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. W. *D. Talbot of 
Portland were weekend guests of 
Mrs. David Talbot. They were ac­
companied here by Miss Marian 
Weidman of Rockport who had been 
their guest for the week.
Mrs. Margaret Smith is visiting 
Dr. and Mrs. William Whitney, Bath 
for ten days.
Mrs. Norman Read of Belfast was 
a visitor in Rcckland Saturday.
Dr. E. G. Abbott of Portland was 
at The Thorndike over the weekend.
Mrs. H. Kinsley Draper of Canton, 
Mass., spent the weekend with her 
father, I’.ed A. Thorndike, Maple 
street.
, part.
Saturday afternoon Miss Marion 
C.iureh (Entertained «ix little girls 
at the movies and afterwards with 
supper at her home on T street.
weekend. Guests were Mrs. Earl i on the balcony of the Fuller-Cobb- 
Starrett and daughter Dorothv, oi t Davis store from 7.30 to 9 o'clock 
Thomaston, and Mrs. Robert Snow Wednesday evening.—adv. 
and daughter Virginia.
Mrs. Corinne Kenney, soprano, was 
one of the artists at the tea for the 
’ uenefit of Episcopal Ladies' Guild in 
Thomaston Thursday afternoon at 
the home of Miss Helen L. Carr, 
Elliot street. Mrs. Kenney gave 
"Vilianeile" by del 'Aqua and 'The 
Lilac Tree” by Gartland, with Mr. 
Kenney af the piano.
THURS.-FRI.
part in the harmonica contest.
companied the remains 
Crockett to this city.
of Mr0.
Mr. and Mrs. Huse N. Tibbetts of [ 
Houlton and Mr. and Mrs.. Wendell ' 
Hodgkins of Winthrop, Mass., have ' 
returned to their respective homes j 
after being called here by the deatn 
ot Mrs. A. P. Haines.
The May dancing party to be given 
at the Elks Home next Monday eve­
ning. promises to be an unusually 
flippy time. Kirk's Orchestra will 
ptovide music, buffet lunch will be 
served, and novel features are 
planned.
Mrs. E. F. Redman and daughter 
Madeline of Danville are guests of 
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Alfred 
Cates, Brewster street.
HER WORK RECOGNIZED
Mrs. Beulah Allen Becomes Member 
of Institute of American Genealogy 
in Chicago
Mrs. Beulah L. Allen of The Cop­
per Kettle, who has won local recog­
nition for her work in genealogical 
and historical research, has been 
honored by election to membership 
in Tlie Institute of American Genea­
logy of Chicago. The Institute is the 
largest genealogical society in Ameri­
ca and acts as the National dealing 
House for Genealogical Information.
Membership in the Institute is by 
election of the council. It includes 
in its membership the leading pro­
fessional genealogists in this coun­
try and in England, Scotland, Ire­
land, Wales, Germany, Holland, 
France, Switzerland, Canada, Aus­
tria. Denmark, Finland, Italy, Mexico 
and Poland, as well as many other 
persons distinguished in official, edu­
cational, scientific and social annais 
of these countries and throughout 
tne U. S., who are interested in the 
eugenical as well as the historical 
and patriotic phases of genealogy.
National recognition in this field 
affords contact with the leading 
genealogists throughout the United 
States and in many foreign countries, 
as well as access to the extensive 
lineage files of the National Clear­
ing House for Genealogical Informa­
tion. which will enable her to ex­
pand the scope of her work very ma­
terially.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Stone had as 
weekend guests Mr. and Mrs. Henry 
L. Doten of Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Bliss Gilchrist who 
have spent the winter in New York 
and Washington, D. C„ have arrived 
to open their summer home, El 
Ilogar. Gilchrist street, Thomaston, 
for the season.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Cables 
who were called here by the illness 
of Mr. Cables’ stepfather, the late 
George J. Kenney, return to New 
London tomorrow, and will be accom­
panied by Mrs. Kenney who will make 
her home with them.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L Greenlaw of 
North Haven were in the city yester­
day.
Byron Joy, one of the R.H.S. 
seniors who made the Washington 
trip, is in a Boston hospital with 
double pneumonia. His mother, 
Mrs. Walter Joy, is with him. The 
young man had a severe cold while 
u. Washington, and it developed 
rapidly on the way home.
Mrs. Fred Pendleton has returned 
from Wiscasset, where she has been 
(or the past month, caring for her 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Robert­
son, who have been seriously ill. Miss 
Margaret Pendleton spent the past 
week there.
Mrs. Norman R. Kalloch is spend­
ing the week in Brunswick the guest 
of relatives.
Albert D. Libbey, who has been ill 
since November is now able to be out 
of doors and enjoy the spring days.
Mrs. Victor Atwood and son Burr 
who have been visiting friends and 
relatives in Boston and vicinity for 
ten days arrived home Sunday. Mrs. 
Atwood had several radio auditions 
and has been engaged as a part of 
the studio force of Station WJAR.
Mrs. Howaid Hall of Park street I Providence, to enter upon her duties 
eave a supper party Friday even.ng probably in June.
as a surprise birthday observance -------------------
for her daughter, Estelle, home from Free concert—the Rockland High
i
“I Got 
Rhythm!” m m 
and that’s 
not all!
We’ve got
BERT
WHEELER
ROBERT
WOOLSEY
and they've got everything in
‘Girl Crazy’
An R. K. O. Radio Picture
with
MITZI GREEN
(she's got a secret)
Dorothy Lee 
Eddie Quillan
and song hits by
GEORGE GERSHWIN
TODAY and TOMORROW 
MARIE DRESSLER
in
“EMMA”
Special Children's Matinee 
Todiy at 4 o'clock
A Paramount Publix Theatre
Shows at 2.00, 6.45, 8.45 
Continuous 2-10.30 Tues. and Sat. 
Daylight Saving Time
CHANGING THE TIME
Pardner Recalls the Fuss Cre­
ated When Standard Was 
Adopted
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The changing of the clock from
standard to daylight time calls to 
mind the adoption of standard time 
instead of local time years ago when 
I was a youngster and was the cause 
of almost fierce contention on the 
part of some of our citizens, who re­
fused to change. There is nothing 
that I can call to mind to place the 
year with certainty but to the best 
of my recollection it took place some 
time during the middle or late Seven­
ties.
I remember with distinctness the 
fact that one of the citizeis of the 
town—a retired ship master—Capt. 
Austin Williams, who lived in the 
house now owned by Edgar Wilson 
and occupied by Austin Elwell, dur­
ing those years used to “take the 
sun" giving the true high noon for 
’Thomaston. He used to do this daily 
—weather permitting—and I used to 
hear those who carried ^watches tell 
they had what was the true time as 
they had just gotten it from Capt. 
Williams.
Then the time came when the rail­
roads established the standard time 
and local time had to be given up. 
It made a great stir in Thomaston. 
One old gentleman, another retired 
shipmaster, was quoted as saying that 
it was changing God Almight's time 
and another refused to change his 
clock from local time and to the best 
of my knowledge it recorded local 
time to the end of his days.
What'shisname speaks up and 
wants to know how it was possible for 
Capt. Williams to bring the sun down 
to the horizon so far from the water. 
Would say that on one occasion I was 
there present when he got his sight 
and then he placed a saucer of water 
on an inverted barrel in his barn door 
and used that for his artificial hori­
zon, and I was charged to keep still 
so that the horizon would be perfect. 
Had it been a windy day he would 
have used molasses. Pardner
Thomaston, April 25.
V.
Free concert—the Rockland High 
School Orchestra will furnish music 
on the balcony of the Fuller-Cobb- 
Davis store from 7.30 to 9 o'cloci; 
Wednesday evening.—adv.
Dr. and Mrs. Eben Alden and Miss 
Lucy Skinner who have been at their 
winter home in Fruitland Park. Fla.: 
arrived yesterday and have opened 
their home in Thomaston.
Browne Club will meet Friday eve­
ning with Mrs. Richard Booth, 11) 
Limerock street.
Mrs. Clara Orff of Jefferson was a 
weekend visitor in the city.
Mrs. Ernest Campbell and Mrs. 
George B. Davis motored to Port­
land Saturday. accompanied by Grant 
Davis. Jack Huke. Dickv Marsh arm 
Fred Blackman, who took part in tne 
harmonica contest.
Commander Donald B. MacMillan 
will eive an illustrated lecture lor 
school children at the Congregational 
Church Thursday afternoon at four 
o'clock. Admission 25 cents.—adv.
TENANT'S HARBOR
Puritan Ribekah Lodge will ob­
serve Past Grands night Thursday 
evening.
WED.-THURS.
I I at his performances 
in ‘‘A Connecticut 
Y ankee”and“ Y oung 
as You Feel.”
&
WILL
ROGERS
in
BUS9NESS
find
'PLEASURE
with Jetta Goudal 
from BOOTH 
TARKINGTON’S
“The Plutocrat"
FOX PICTURE tf
TODAY
ANN HARDING
In
“PRESTIGE"
All Shows on Daylight Time 
2.00. 6.45, 8.45
A Paramount Publix Theatre
Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesd,
S&H
have scored a great success with residents of Rockland and
Knox County—The beautiful “S&H” Premium Station on our mezzanine 
floor is a place of vast and absorbing interest—Special money saving events—Big “S&H” 
Green Stamp attractions will continue throughout the entire week—Come every day!
Special Inauguration Stamp Events 
SHOPPERS’ TREASURE CHEST” “COUPON EXCHAI*
Do Not Fail To Receive A The Customer Obtaining the Greatest Nu
“QJfcU” change of Coupons, Labels, Soap Wrappe
Gift rrom Uur „ Be Awarded Four Prizes As Follows:
Green Stamp Treasure Chest First-100 EXTRA STAMPS Third
WEDNESDAY ONLY Second—75 EXTRA STAMPS Fourt
id Register Your Guess In Our “MISS THRIFT GUESSING CONTEST.” AH Guessing Absolutely Free. Beautiful and 
»Are Now On Display In Our Store Window. Contest Ends Saturday, April 30th. Winners Will Be Announced In 
at 4 P. M. By His Honor, Charles M. Richardson, Mayor of Rockland.
OVER 2000 PAIRS SOLD LAST SAT 
ONCE MORE
SILK HOSIERY
Service
Weight
ANOTHER SCOOP FOR THIS SALE! 
NEW SPRING AND SUMMER
----- .
<'V«
A NEW SHIPMENT!!!
For those who were disappointed last 
Saturday
New Spring Shades!! All Si^es!!
NET and MESH
HOSE
88c
New mesh hose in 
all spring shades. 
e'/2to io'/2
MEN’S LISLE
HOSE 
3 pr. $1.00
Lisle hose in fancy 
stripes and plain 
colors. All sizes.
Dresses F or Every 
Occasion 
Silk Prints 
S lk Crepes 
Pastel Colors 
Street Shades
Women’s Sizes
Manufacturer Cooperates With Us For This Sale By Giving Us This 
Exceptional Buy
OUR
BARGAIN
BASEMENT
Has New Merchandise 
Every Day 
Don’t Fail To Walk 
Through Daily
New nn Vat Dye;
Prints V All Sizes
Guaranteed Not To Fade
Summer Dresses for House or 
Street Wear
stel fl* I *7 *7 Misses 
ades *P 1 • » « Women’s 
New Spring Styles 
Lacy Knits, Open Weaves 
Slip-on Models
STORE OPEN WED. EVE. TO 9 P. M
COLORED
GLASSWARE
18c
Sherbets 
Ice Tea Glasses 
Tall Stem Glasses
Tumblers
Plates
Rose, Green, Amb:
OUTING
FLANNEL
Plain Colors and 
Fancies 
36 inches wide
Value to 3.50 
Cheney Silk Ties 
All Lined 
Imported Designs 
Polka Dots Stripes 
All Over Patterns 
Paisleys
KID GLOVES
$1.95
Values to 2.95 
French Kid, Cape Skin 
Doe Skin 
Novelty Gloves
Slip-on Models 
White, Eggshell, Beige 
Brown, Black
STATIONERY
Values to 1.00
Boxed Stationery 
in Attractive 
Packag°s Suitable For 
Bridge Prizes
B^PERATlVj
i
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HE, TOO, QUOTES SCRIPTURES
r ............. . a Whole Washboiler of Fish
But This Gallant Prohibition Defender Reaches Different Chowder At the Meeting
Conclusion—The Lindbergh Kidnaping jn Somerville
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— i
I have been deeply interested in 
the discussion of prohibition carried 
on in your columns. The case for
prohibition has been ably and force­
fully presented and sustained by 
Messrs. Edwards, Newbert, Rich and 
others. It is heartening to know that 
intelligent thinking people are not 
wanting to point out truth to those 
less discerning, and hold up the mis- ’ 
leading statements of the wet advo­
cates at their true value.
Since the chief advocate of repeal 
has expressed a sensitiveness to what 
he seems to consider personalities, 
let us adopt the polite farce of Con­
gressional usage, and speak of him 
only as: “The Gentleman for the Op­
position.”
When he first made known hls 
stand for repeal some two years ago, 
it was upon the ground that prohi-, 
bi tion had failed to suppress tlie 
liquor traffic: and, as an ardent foe 
of that traffic, he felt compelled to 
seek better means of suppressing it. 
namely, repeal and regulation. Later 
he stated that he was opposed to it 
because it had fostered such an orgy 
of lawlessness as the world had never 
seen previously. Then as time went 
on, and unemployment and the 
financial depression grew, the vision 
of the enormous revenue that might 
be gathered from a licensed, orderly 
well-behaved and law-abiding liquor 
traffic, giving employment to millions 
of worthy men and women, furnish­
ing a ready and high-priced market 
for the surplus products of the dis­
tressed farmers, relieving a dis­
tressed citizenry from the burden of 
taxation, made such an appeal to his 
generous heart that it could not be 
withstood. * • • *
These previous arguments are still 
on the stage; but now form only the 
background for the real thing. In 
these latest contributions the hero 
takes his stand as the stalwart de­
fender of the inherent right of the 
“moderate drinker.” Too long, he 
proclaims, have the “fanatical" pro­
hibitionists imposed their rule over 
the people of our fair land, and now 
the citizenry is aroused to demand 
its rights. The right to indulge in 
"moderate" drinking, is proclaimed 
without reservation. One can al­
most sense a suggestion that it is a 
positive virtue, as he even backs it 
up with quotations from the scrip­
tures.
If we were to argue this question 
by means of scriptural quotations It 
would be long drawn out, for they are 
almost endless. But just to let lt be 
seen that we are not defenseless on 
that score, let us refer to Hab. 2:15. 
“Woe to him that giveth his neighbor 
drink, that puttest thy bottle to him. 
and makest him drunken also."
In Jer. ch. 35, God commends the 
Rcchabites for refusing to drink 
wine, even when invited to do so by 
the prophet himself.
In I Cor. 8:11-13, Paul expressly 
condemns those who indulge their 
own appetites, and bv their example 
cause their weaker brethren to sin.
Finally. Rom. 13:9. “And if there 
be any other commandment, it is 
briefly comprehended in this saying, 
namely. Thou shalt love thy neigh­
bor as thyself.”
The gentleman has frankly stated 
his position, since he has bfccome a 
believer in the harmlessness of 
“moderate drinking.” It is a wise 
provision of international warfare 
that the opposing armies shall wear 
distinctive uniforms.
"Moderate drinking'” The only 
real friends of the liquor traffic are 
the advocates of "moderate drink­
ing." Not even the brewers, distillers,
or saloon keepers of the old days 
ventured to advocate drunkenness!
Whenever a debater obviously mis- j 
quotes or misinterprets the argu­
ments of his opponents, it is consid­
ered a tacit, if sometimes uncon­
scious, admission of the weakness of 
his own cause. I do not know how 
carefully your readers scan these 
"wet” contributions, but if they are 
interested, they should do so care-i 
fully. They are bristling with mis­
quotations so glaring as to seem in­
tentional. In the issue of April 7.; 
he quotes Mr. Edwards as saying:' 
"Vice has become the master of the i 
community, etc." He said nothing j 
of the kind. What he did say was,! 
that this would be the result if it 
permitted and tolerated vice, which 
is the opposite as quoted.
• • • •
He quotes Mr. Eawards as saying' 
there were 30 saloons in his home 
town, when as a matter of fact, he 
said there were 90. With such mis­
statements apparent to even a casual 
reader, he can hardly expect his 
other unsupported claims to be ac­
cepted too readily.
This is a fair sample of what oc­
curs over and over in these articles, 
typical of wet propaganda.
Within 24 hours of the news of the 
kidnapping of the Lindbergh baby, a 
chorus went up from the “wets" all 
over the country: “Prohibition is re­
sponsible for this horrible crime!”
Such absurd statements from sup­
posedly intelligent people leave one 
almost too disgusted for words. But 
since they have brought it up. might 
it not be appropriate to call atten­
tion to the fact that this some baby 
dwelt in blissful security for several 
months last year ln Maine, one of the 
nesting-places of the prohibition 
law; and it was only when lt re­
turned to New Jersey, the hot-bed of 
opposition to the law, that he was 
snatched from his parents' arms, 
Does this seem significant?
But lest anyone think that we 
base our defense of prohibition on 
any such reasoning as this, let me 
hasten to state my own personal 
opinion in this matter. There is no 
reason in the world why prohibition 
should be held responsible for this 
unspeakable crime. Neither do I 
think that the New Jersey authorities 
have failed to do anything within 
their power to return the child safe­
ly to its parents. The hearts of all 
the good people of New Jersey, as 
well as of Maine or Missouri, of hu­
manity the world over, ache in sym­
pathy with its parents. In this 
there is no division of wet or dry,
* • • r
But I do believe and this convic­
tion is shared by many others every­
where—that the spirit of lawlessness, 
fostered and encouraged by the op­
ponents of prohibition; the theory 
that people have a right to disobey a 
law because it interferes with their 
personal habits or desires, advanced 
openly by them, is responsible in a 
real sense for this crime and many 
others that have shocked the country 
of late. There are many factors that 
have contributed to the Increase of 
lawlessness, too involved to be enum­
erated here, but this is one that is 
J not to be denied.
We grant the right of any person 
j who does not think that prohibition 
i is for the good of the country, to 
I seek in a proper manner to secure 
its repeal. But w’hoever, in so doing, 
allies himself with those who prac­
tice and encourage disobedience of 
the law. must share the responsi­
bility for the general disregard for 
law that follows.
He that is not for me is against 
me." “He who permits oppression
COBWEBS ON 
BREAD MIXERS!!!
In the attics of thousands of homes, cobwebs have 
gathered on the old bread mixers . . . and right here 
in Maine, GOLDEN HEART BREAD has put MORE 
bread mixers in the attic than any other brand of 
bread. ,
Housewives who KNOW what a GOOD loaf of bread 
should be have found that GOLDEN HEART BREAD 
is the ONLY loaf that measures up to liOME-MADE 
BREAD in every way ... If YOU haven’t tried GOLD­
EN HEART BREAD get a loaf today .. . You’ll always 
insist upon it thereafter—and if you are still baking 
bread, you. too, will put YOUK bread mixer In the attic 
with the rest of the antiques . . . Just ask your grocer 
for—
GOLDEN HEART 
BREAD
“The BEST Bread in Maine”
THEY LOOK HAPPY
Owner-: of two hundred and sixty-nine Shares of Stock, 
Scries 66, ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSOCI­
ATION are receiving
$54,347.82
for these Shares which have just matured. They bought 
them on the Monthly Payment Plan, out of their sav­
ings, paying at the rate of $1.00 per month for each 
Share. In this way they S?-VED $38,736.00, and these 
savings EARNED $15,811.82. We have been maturing 
and paying off these Shares every six months for 
THIRTY-TWO YEARS, Ask your neighbors about us. 
Then coine in and talk it over. You ought to be an In­
vestor here.
50&52
SONS OF MAINE CLUB
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The annual meeting of the Sons of 
Maine Club of Somerville, Mass., was 
held April 20. Twenty-five members 
sat down and dallied tas State of 
Mainers do> with one washboiler of 
fish chowder, with home made apple, 
squash and lemon pie. and doughnuts 
and coffee on the side. After that 
they were too good natured to fight, 
so the annual meeting was held. Re­
ports showed the club finished the 
year with a balance In the treasury 
and all bills paid.
This club dates from the fall of 
1889. The meeting for permanent 
organization was held at the Ameri­
can House, Boston. May 21. 1890, at 
which meeting more than 100 sons 
were present. So this club is entering 
upon its 43d year, which, consider­
ing the stress of our modern life, is 
a remarkable example of loyalty on 
the part of the Sons of Maine in this 
vicinity. Our members now reside 
mostly outside of Somerville.
That celebrated seaport village of 
Tenant’s Harbor was represented by 
the three members from that village 
—100 percent is not so bad. One of 
them, not ye scribe, secured a place 
on the executive committee. You will 
hear from us again in October.
Boze
Somerville, Mass., April 23.
shares the crime," was an axiom of 
our schooldays.
I am not familiar with the record 
of the Portland judge who is quoted 
as saying that there are 250 estab­
lishments selling liquor there. I do 
not know whether he made the 
statement as a friend of the law, de­
manding its enforcement, or what. 
But if he made this statement as an 
argument for the repeal of the law 
I should say he was presenting a 
good reason for his own impeach­
ment as a judge, rather than a valid 
indictment of the law.
We often hear opponents of the 
law say: "We would be for it if it was 
enforced." Well, who is to blame if 
lt ls not enforced to the limit? Cer­
tainly that is not a fault to be laid 
upon the so-called "fanatical" sup­
porters of prohibition! If these peo­
ple who complain of lax enforcement 
as a reason for repeal would use the 
same energy demanding its enforce­
ment. conditions would be different 
today. • • * •
The paradox presented by the 
"wets," when they tell us the govern­
ment is powerless to enforce the pro­
hibition law against the Irresistible 
forces of the underworld, and there­
fore lt should be repealed, and regu­
lated by law, enforced by this same 
erstwhile powerless government, 
would be ludicrous, if lt were not for 
the possibility of some people who do 
not do their own thinking, accepting 
such “bunk."
It should be obvious, that if liquor 
is highly taxed and hard to get, as 
regulated, it would offer the same 
incentive to bootleggers that it does 
now; and wculd be harder to sepa­
rate from the "legitimate” vendors.
If made cheap and easy to get. we 
should not have the “temperance," 
and “moderate drinking" so dear to 
the hearts of the “wets.” Any regu­
lation to be effective, must be backed 
up bv a government able to enforce 
its laws, even against those who find 
the law not to their liking. I do not 
balieve that any law for the pro­
motion of the welfare of the people 
!s really unenforceable. The advo­
cates of "moderate drinking" have 
allied themselves with the under­
world to try and make it appear as 
difficult as possible. I do not envy 
them their bed-fellows. I have 
talked with quite a number of men 
who were convicted bootleggers, and 
I never met one yet who had a kind 
word to say for prohibition. Their 
alleged backing of prohibition has 
no existence except in the imagi­
nation of the “wets."
The war of words is still on. We 
cannot predict with certainty just 
what the coming years hold in store 
for us. It is only the wets who 
"know.” But we can state our con­
victions.
Alcoholic liquor, used as a bever­
age, is an enemy of mankind, from 
every standpoint, mental, moral, re­
ligious, social, financial or political, 
and as such, the friends of humanity 
will never rest content with anything 
less than the most complete suppres­
sion of its use possible.
As such, I am opposed to it in 
every form, time or place, whether it 
be “homebrew" in a neighbor’s base­
ment, "moonshine" or “poison 
hootch” ln a speakeasy: sparkling 
wine in cob-webbed bottles or hard 
cider on the farm; “white mule" or 
imported whiskey; 4 per cent beer 
or 40 per cent brandy; manufactured 
under government inspection or in 
a pigsty; whether sold in a saloon or 
dispensed by the government, or 
made at home for individual use. It 
has been shown by centuries of ex­
perience to be guilty of every crime 
in the calendar, the associate of 
every vice. Its use as a beverage has 
nothing to recommend it but sensual 
desire, and everything to condemn it. 
If there be any better method of 
eliminating it completely than pro­
hibition, let anyone show me and 
I will be for it. But to any system 
that seeks to tolerate its use I am 
absolutely and irrevocably opposed.
And upon this statement of prin­
ciples I stand unashamed, facing the 
future with a confidence in the out­
come that is based upon my belief 
in the righteousness of our purpose.
Randall E. Cline.
6220 Bailey place, St. Louis, Mo.
PROBATE COURT i
exi. j Katherine H. Follett, of Rockland,
Petitions for Administration grant- eXx.; Edward D. Spear, late of Rock­
ed: Estates George A. Miller, late ot i ,and. deceased, filed by Aldana C.
___ _____________________________ i Spear of Rockland, exx.
Petitions for Distribution granted: 
Estates Isaac T. Bunker, late of 
Thomaston, deceased, filed by Fred 
M. Berry of Portland, admr.; Helen 
E. Perry, late of Rockland, deceased, 
filed by Benjamin C. Perry of Rock­
land, admr.
PAINT
Petitions for License to Sell Real 
Estate granted: Estates Alfred Tol- 
I man. late of North Haven, deceased, 
filed by Frank H. Ingraham, of Rock­
land. admr.; Albert F. Clement, late 
of Owl's Head, deceased, filed by 
Annie C. Clement of Owl's Head, 
admx.: Lorin C. Bowley, of Camden, 
filed by Ida B. Bowley of Camden
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!
Keys made ta order. Keys maor 
to fit locks when original keys sre 
lost. House, Office or Car. Code 
books provide keys for all locks 
without bother. Scissors and 
Knives Sharpened.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
Crie Hardware Co.
408 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
Telephone 701
00-tf
Wills allowed: Eliza A. Waterman, 
late of North Haven, deceased. 
Georgia A. Harkness, of Veazie, exx.; 
Zenas C. Melvin, late of Rockland 
deceased. Rockland National Bank of 
Rockland, exr.; Adelia L. Masters,
MONARCH
MASURY
KYANIZE
VALSPAR
MURESCO
CRAFTEX
LEAD
OIL
TURPENTINE 
VARNiSHES 
BRUSHES 
GLASS 
BRONZES 
OIL COLORS 
LUMINOUS PAINT 
WALL PAPER 
and
THE KNOWLEDGE
and
PRACTICAL PAINTERS 
To Apply Them 
Let Us Estimate Your 
House Painting for a
Lasting Job at our 
New Low Wage Scale
JOHN A. KARL CO.
PAINTERS
TEL. 745-W 305 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
46-55
WHY BLAME STOCKI
may be at fault ?
W«»h this 2-minute wsy
1. One teaspoon of Lux
for each pair.
Add lukewarm 
water, squeeze suds 
through stockings, 
rinse well.
Don't nih with cake soap
It ruins elasticity. With
Lux there's no rubbing.
*The Lux way 
to save the 
ELASTICITY 
that makes 
stockings wear
LUX saves stocking E-L-A-S-T-I-C-I-T-Y
S-M-M-++++++< S. Duncan of Rocklanc, admr.; Annie 
J H. Hart, late of Hope, deceased, first 
and final account filed by Halver A. 
Hart of Hope, admr.; Hattie C. 
a. i Emery, late of Rockland, deceased, 
4 first and final account filed by Gil­
ford B. Butler, of South Thomaston, 
exr.; Ada Byron Bampton Tremaine, 
late of Rockport, deceased, first ac- 
Appleton, deceased, Charles B. Mil- C0Unt filed by Rhode Island Hospital 
ler. and M. Blanche Miller, both of ancj Trust Company, trustee; Sidney 
Appleton, admrs.; Daniel C. Dear- p Maker, late of Rockland, deceased, 
born, late of Union, deceased, Fred F . first and final account filed by Clara 
Dearborn of Union, admr.; Maurice j Maker of Rockland, exx.; Avery 
A. Gregory, late of Rockport, de- p gtarrett. late of Warren, deceased
late of Thomaston, deceased. Security Ceased. Maurice F. Gregory of Stow, flrEt and {ina[ account filed by Mae 
Trust Company of Rockland, adm. Mass., admr.; Elsie B. Hagar, late of , e. starrett, of Warren, admx.; Helen 
c.t.a.; Dora Payson Starrett. late ol Unicn. deceased, Herbert L. Grinnell E pprrv ]ate of Rockland, deceased. 
Warren, deceased. Mae E. Starrett, of Union, admr.; Joel W. Fernald, and Iinai accOunt filed by Ben-
of Warren, exx.: Emily A. Rackliff. late of Camden, deceased, Etta M jamlll c Perry of Rockland, admr; 
late of South Thomaston, deceased. . Fernald, of Camden, admx.; Rhoda Edward D. Spear, late of Rockland, 
Archie H. Rackliff of South Thom- p. Ames, late of Vinalhaven, de- dCceaSe<l first and final account 
aston exr.; Clara E. Lineken, late of ceased, Edith M. Poole of Vinalhaven. [ilEd by Aldana C. Spear of Rockland, 
Rockland, deceased. Jennie O. Harvey admx.; William S. Thompson, late of 1 exx . Helen L. Ames, late of Rock- 
and Beatrice M. Thompson, both of West Rockport, deceased. James F. ! ^.rt' deceased, first and final account 
Rockland, exrs ; John Creighton, late fcarver of Rockland, admr.; Temper- {iled' by Katherine H. Follett, of 
of Tnomaston, deceased, Albert T. , ance F. Carver, late of Vinalhaven. Redland, exx.
Gould of Boston. Mass., exr.; M. deceased, E. G. Carver of Vinalha- ! petitions for Probate of Will filed 
Luella Gillette, late of Newton. vcn, admr.; Vinal Dyer, late of Cant- ; for notice: Estates Mary E. Thomas, 
Mass., deceased. Edgar E. GiEette. of den, deceased, Herman W. Crockett. >ate of Rockport deceased, Maynard 
Newton. Mass, exr.; Fmily Sargent c« North Haven, admr. E Thomas of Rockport named exr.:
Lewis, late of Haverford, Pa., de-1 Petitions to Determine Inheritance Minnie L. Strout, late of Rockland, 
ceased. Wilfred Sargent Lewis, Tax granted: Estates Ellen E. Wins- j deceased, Elmore E. Strout of Rock- 
Leicester Sargent Lewis, and Girard I ;Ow’, late of Thomaston, deceased. ian(j named exr.; James C. Morse, 
Trust Co., exrs.; Catherine L. Sulli- fUed by Jessie Green of North An- , late 'of Camden, deceased, Annie E. 
van, late of Rockland, deceased, dover. Mass, exx.; Isaac T. Bunker, j Morse of Camden named exx.; Clara 
Timothy J. Sullivan of Rockland, tate of Thomaston, deceased, filed G Hodgkins, late of Rockland, de- 
exr.; Antoinette H. Babbidge. late of by Fred M Berrv of Portland, admr.: j ceased, David G. Hodgkins of Rock- 
Rockland. deceased. Adelbert L. Bab- ) Mary E. Blunt, late of Thomaston. 1 iantj tiamed exr.
bidge, of Rockland exr.; Angie J. i deceased, filed by Oscar J. Hodgkins | petition to Determine Inheritance 
Mayo, late of Thomaston, deceased, i of Woodfords, admr.; Helen L. Ames. ! Tax filed for notice: Estate Sylvester 
Charles C. McDonald of Thomaston, [ |atc of Rockport, deceased, filed by j Arau, late of Camden, deceased, pre-
sented by Teresa Arau of Camden, 
exx.
Petition for Distribution filed for no­
tice: Estate Eugene M. Stubbs, late of 
East Union, deceased, presented by 
Alan L. Bird, of Rockland, admr.
Petitions for Confirmation of Trus­
tee filed for notice: Estates Adelia L. 
Masters, late of Thomaston, deceased, 
presented bv Security Trust Com­
pany of Rcckiand; Zenas C. Melvin, 
late of Rcckiand, deceased, present­
ed by Rockland National Bank of 
Rockland.
Accounts filed for notice: Estates 
Gladys M Gregory, late of Rockport, 
deceased, second account presented 
by B. Stanley Gregory, trustee; 
Addie J. Larkin late of Vinalhaven, 
deceased, first and final account 
presented by Joseph Edwin Lindsey
gdn.; Fred L. Gray, late of Vinalha- exr.; Sylvester L. Arau, late of Cam­
den, deceased, first and final account 
presented by Teresa F. Arau, of Cam­
den. exx.; George C. Parker, late of 
Camden, deceased, first and final 
account presented by Z. M. Dwinal 
of Camden, admr.
Inventories filed: Nelson B. Cobb, 
Rockland, $97,393.87; Martha E. 
Spear, Warren, $2,922.34; Margaret 
Minihan, Rockland, $1,005.42; George 
C. Parker. Camden, $3,766.46; Al­
mira A. Dyer, North Haven, $2,000.
ven, deceased, filed by Leslie B 
Dyer, of Vinalhaven, admr.
Petitions for allowance granted: 
Estates John T. Berry, late of Rock- 
; land, deceased, filed by Maude B.
, Berry, of Rockland: Willie D. Cush- 
j man, late of Friendship, deceased 
filed by Cora E. Cushman of Friend­
ship.
Accounts allowed: Estates Ellen E. 
Winslow, late of Thomaston, de- 
■ ceased, first and final account filed 
I by Jessie Green of North Andover,
' Mass, exx.; Tileston B. Wyllie, late of 
Thomaston, deceased, first and final 
account filed by Annie J. Wyllie of 
Thomaston, exx.; Sabra F. Wither­
spoon, late of Rockland, deceased, 
first and final account filed by Carrie 
F. Crockett of Rockland, admx.; 
Lucinda J. Merchant of Rockland, 
final account filed by Grace L. Kellar 
of Rockland, cons.; John F. Gregory, 
late of Rockland, deceased, final ac­
count filed by Alvra W Gregory of 
Rockland, admr.: Isaac T. Bunker, 
I late of Thomaston, deceased, third 
and final account filed by Fred M. 
j Berry of Portland, admr.; Ernest L. 
I Keene, late of Rockland, deceased. 
’ first and final account filed by Edith 
I M. Keene of Rockland, admx.; Eu­
gene M. Stubbs, late of East Union, 
deceased, first and final account filed 
by Alan L. Bird, of Rockland, admr.; 
Charles I. Davis, late of South Thom­
aston. deceased, first and final ac­
count filed by Albert W. Davis of 
South Thomaston, admr.; Nina P. 
Feyler, late of Rockland, deceased, 
first and final account filed by Oscar
I
N
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Such Good Food'
at PENOBSCOT GRILL
Where Food Prices Are Lowest
American Home Cooking
Try our 25, 35, 50cDinners
PENOBSCOT GRILL
Opposite Perry's Market 
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Service: 5 A. M. ta 7 F. M.
Save ELASTICITY* and 
stockings will wear
DON'T BLAME STOCKINGS for those costly runs— 
actually you may be at fault.
When your stockings are new they are elastic. Made 
to give under strain. Stretch and spring right back again.
But if you rub the delicate fibres with cake soap so 
they lose their precious elasticity, they become lifeless, 
brittle. They break under strain. Then you get those runs!
Why take chances? Lux offers you the sure way to 
preserve the elasticity that makes stockings WEAR.
Avoid ordinary soaps— 
cakes, powders, chips. 
These often contain 
harmful alkali, which 
robs silk of its life, 
weakens threads, fades 
celors. Lux has no 
harmful alkali.
Anything safe in water 
alone is safe in Lux.
NOTICE
The Licensing Committee of the City Council, will
meet at the City Council Rooms, Wednesday eve-
•.. > ■
ning, April 27, at 7.30 o’clock, for the purpose of 
receiving applications for licenses for the year ending 
May 1, 1933.
All persons desiring licenses for the coming year 
are requested to be present at this meeting.
Per order of
Licensing Committee of the City Council. 
Attest: E. R. Keene, City Clerk.
48-50
this New
Westinghouse 'Wadu*,
at an Amaxingfy 
Low Price I
$
ONLY
6950
SMALL DOWN PAYMftff 
EASY TOMAS
powerful, long-life motor,.. 
sturdy balloon roll wringer 
. , . porcelain enamel tab, 
inside and out. All this at a 
price lower than waa ever 
before offered on a Weat- 
inghouse Washer.
Washer quality and washer 
economy! Get them both in 
this brand new Westing­
house model that is so 
thriftily priced. Everything 
you want in a washer! £fli- 
«ent aluminum agitator ...
Conte in.. see its speed. . compare iU
Of course this new Westinghouse Washer gives you oB tbe 
famous Westinghouse washing speed. A wash that’s sparkling 
white in record time ... witho;-.: Increasing wash-wear. Genae 
in and see this new washer today.
C. A. LAWRENCE CO.
EASY HOUSEKEEPING SHOP 
492 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND CHISHOLM BLOCK 
TEL. 260-W
49-53
READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
